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ABSTRACT
Free and open source social platform software has dramatically low-
ered the barrier to entry for anyone to set up and administer their
own social network. This new population of social network admin-
istrators thus assume data management responsibilities for socio-
technical systems. Administrators have the power to customize this
software, including data collection and data retention, potentially
leading to radically different privacy policies.

To better understand the characteristics — e.g., the variability,
prohibitions, and permissions — of privacy policies on these new
social networking platforms, we have conducted a case study of
Mastodon. We performed a text analysis of 351 privacy policies and
a survey of 104 Mastodon administrators. While most administra-
tors used the default policy that ships with the Mastodon software,
we observed that approximately ten percent of our sample tailored
their privacy policies to their instances and that some administra-
tors conflated codes of conduct with privacy policies. Our findings
suggest the existing market-based individualistic frameworks for
thinking about privacy policies do not adequately address this
emerging community.

1 INTRODUCTION
In May 2023, the administrators of 1—a social networking
website dedicated to political discourse with at least 5,000 active
members—reported that the FBI gained access to unencrypted user
data, sending shock waves through certain corners of the Inter-
net [14]. While some members of the network denounced the ad-
ministrators’ data management practices, used the default
privacy policy that ships with the software they run, which does
not address database encryption. Although administrators may not
have adhered to best practices, their actions did not violate their
website’s privacy policy.

Ordinarily one would expect few consequences for those who
operate fromusers: material harm and fault from data breaches
has been hard to establish in some jurisdictions [13, 87, 101] and
the average Internet user has become inured to data breaches at
1We occlude all instance names throughout so as to not draw additional attention to
individual servers.
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companies, often attributing fault to individual choices while failing
to take protective measures or choose more secure alternatives [1,
18, 45, 63, 64]. However, the data breach at did not occur at a
for-profit company — it occurred on an independent and informal
federated social networking website where administrators and users
have a different kind of relationship.

In a federated social network, a collection of independently oper-
ated, maintained, and governed entities known as instances run so-
cial networking software that communicate with each other over a
shared protocol. Federated social networking has coalesced around
using the ActivityPub protocol as the de facto communication stan-
dard [100]. The collection of websites and services that implement
ActivityPub is commonly referred to as “the Fediverse.” Each server
is maintained by independent administrator teams and the mem-
bers of each instance form a sub-graph in the overall Fediverse
network [5]. Instances function as autonomous communities whose
rules and UX may differ dramatically from other instances running
the same software [105].

Due to how federation works, privacy-threatening events such
as a data breach at one instance can risk exposing personal informa-
tion from another [33, 89]. Existing norms and data management
practices within traditional social networking platforms were devel-
oped in the context of an oligopolistic ecosystem wherein privacy
policies primarily benefit well-resourced entities such as corpo-
rations, whose primary motivation for having such documents is
compliance with the law [8, 19, 72, 73, 85, 90]. Conversely, Fediverse
instances may be run by hobbyists, activists, and other individual
stakeholders who have personal, non-financial interests in their
instances. Depending on the size and scope of an instance’s com-
munity, a new administrator may be assuming responsibilities that
are ordinarily performed or overseen by a team of lawyers, in-
formation security professionals, trust and safety officers, or data
engineers [16, 26]. Despite these differences, instances are governed
by the the same sets of laws as corporate platforms, potentially
exposing administrators to unforeseen complex legal issues, e.g.
Fediverse instances must have privacy policies and administrators
are data controllers under GDPR [3, 29, 81].

Prior work has examined privacy policy compliance at compa-
nies [42, 96] and the (in)effectiveness of privacy policies at em-
powering users to make informed choices [37, 44, 83]. Scaffolding
this prior work is the assumption that there exists an underlying
adhesive agreement (e.g., terms of service) that may admit uses
or transmission of user data in ways an end-user may not antici-
pate [48, 51]. Relationships between end-users and administrators
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in the Fediverse are more balanced than relationships between
end-users and companies. Since laws mandating privacy policies
were written for a different population having different resources
and motivations, it is currently unknown whether prior research
findings transfer to Fediverse administrators, or how Fediverse ad-
ministrators understand, select, edit, or write privacy policies for
the servers they operate.

To address this research gap, we present the first study of privacy
practices on the Fediverse, using Mastodon — a popular microblog-
ging platform — as a case study. We collected a sample of Mastodon
privacy policy documents for textual analysis and deployed a sur-
vey to Mastodon administrators, asking about their past experience
with data management and content moderation, and about the
choices they made when selecting, writing, and modifying privacy
policies. Our work provides preliminary answers to the following
descriptive research questions:
RQ1 (Privacy policy variability) How much and in what ways

do different Mastodon instances’ privacy policies differ from
each other and do those differences matter?

RQ2 (Privacy policy provenance) How do administrators select
or write their privacy policies and what factors cause them
to modify their privacy policies?

RQ3 (Administrator characteristics)What are the characteris-
tics of English-speaking Mastodon administrators in terms
of background, experience, and demographics?

Our findings suggest substantial heterogeneity in how adminis-
trators view user privacy and the obligations outlined in privacy
policies. Some administrators struggle to differentiate between
codes of conduct, terms of service, server rules, and privacy policies.
A surprising number of administrators make factually incorrect
statements in their privacy policies or are unaware that their in-
stances even have privacy policies. Those who are aware of their
policies range from cautious actors who seek legal counsel before
changing their privacy documents, to more laissez-faire adminis-
trators who view such documents as largely useless legalese. We
conclude with a discussion of observed community assets and rec-
ommendations for supporting these communities’ unique socio-
technical needs.

2 MASTODON AND THE FEDIVERSE:
BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

Most software in the Fediverse today exchanges data according to
the ActivityPub protocol [95, 100]. This shared protocol operates
similarly to how email connects users with addresses on many
different domains via POP3/SMTP. ActivityPub supports a variety
of user experiences and interaction models and has enabled the
creation of alternatives to diverse social networks such asMastodon,
Lemmy, and Funkwhale (microblogging, link aggregation, music
sharing).

End-users who wish to access the Fediverse can do so in one of
two ways: join an existing server or operate their own. When end-
users choose to join an existing server, they delegate operational
responsibilities to instance administrators, including data manage-
ment. When they choose to operate their own server, they become
administrators and assume responsibility for the data management
of any other users whom they allow to join their instance.

Example. Suppose Alix, a member of mu.blog (a microblogging
instance), and Bobbi, a member of link.agg (a link aggregation
instance), follow each other. Bobbi posts a link and to them it
appears under a particular topic on link.agg. When Alix sees
this post, to them it is interleaved in their social feed as if it were
posted directly on mu.blog. When Alix replies to Bobbi’s post, it
just appears as a tagged mu.blog post, but to Bobbi it looks like
a threaded response on link.agg. Although their instances run
different software, they can still interact with each other. Thus,
while users can create multiple accounts across multiple instances,
the main advantage of the Fediverse is that they don’t have to.

Now suppose Cori wants to join a microblogging instance in
the Fediverse but doesn’t like the server rules for mu.blog. They
decide they’d rather operate their own instance. They register the
domain cori.fedi and decide to run the Mastodon microblogging
software. When Cori’s friends and family join their server, they
can still interact with other Fediverse instances, but they are be-
holden to Cori’s rules, design choices, etc. Thus, when users join
the Fediverse, not only must they choose not only the UX (e.g., mi-
croblogging vs. link aggregation), but also the specific community
via instance/server.

Research Gap: Administrators vs. Users. Prior studies of the Fedi-
verse — and Mastodon in particular — have largely focused on user
behavior, connectivity, and server rules [41, 56, 67, 82, 104]. Our
work focuses on the privacy and data management perspectives of
administrators (e.g., Cori), rather than users/members (e.g., Alix,
Bobbi).

2.1 Related Software and Communities
Operationally, Mastodon administration is a cross between running
an email server and managing a bulletin board system (BBS): like
email, each user has an individual inbox that may contain messages
from other servers/instances; like a BBS, these messages are public.2

While Mastodon has been presented as a Twitter alternative, its
governance structures more closely resemble Reddit, due to both
consisting of small communities with their own rules and processes.
Administrators often make both social and technical policy deci-
sions, resulting in a social dynamic akin to open source software
development layered on top of a traditional social network [105].
Each community on Mastodon has different norms around research,
data collection, and expectations of privacy or ephemerality [9, 60];
see Appendix A for comparisons with legacy platforms.

Federated online social networks predate the family of software
we now consider part of the Fediverse, many of which were in-
troduced in or after 2017 alongside the ActivityPub protocol [95].
Diaspora is one such example that failed to thrive in its early years.
Bielenberg et al. [10] found Diaspora’s network wanting in terms
of server reliability and end-user data security. While server relia-
bility remains an issue for some Mastodon instances [78], overall
Mastodon appears to be more reliable than Diaspora was. We spec-
ulate that this may be due in part to improved affordances for
administrators: the rise of containerization and improved usability
of cloud hosting has lowered the barrier to entry for the average
Internet user to set up and administer fault-tolerant social software.
2Different federated social networking software provides different support for message
visibility, but the default assumption should be that all messages are public knowledge.
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2.2 Hosting Choices Impact Policies
The first (and possibly only) technical choice new administrators
make is where and how to host their instance: locally, via cloud
providers (i.e., platforms as a service (PaaS)), or via managed plat-
forms (i.e., software as a service (SaaS)). One administrator may
choose to eschew mega-corporate cloud providers and host locally,
exercising complete control over the software stack. Another ad-
ministrator may choose a managed hosting platform, outsourcing
their software maintenance and data management. The technical
choices of where to host software has legal implications that an
administrator may not anticipate.

For example, there are several popular managed (i.e., software
as a service (SaaS)) Mastodon hosting services, e.g., masto.host
and toot.io. SaaS platforms like masto.host may make many
choices for the administrator. They may implement barriers to
administrators changing Mastodon documents or code. While this
may initially seem better for users — for example, they could bar
administrators from downloading unencrypted user data or perform
audits on software updates vs. privacy policies — it does put both
users and administrators at the mercy of the hosting platform: while
at present all of the manged hosting we’ve identified is supported
by subscription, it is possible alternative funding models will arise
in the future (e.g., advertising or data-brokerage-based services).
Finally, SaaS platforms have their own terms of service and privacy
policies that may be relevant to instance members.

2.3 Challenges Studying Social Networks
Social scientists and network scientists have been studying online
social behavior since the advent of BBSs [39, 76, 77, 103] and the
Fediverse is no exception [4, 31, 57]. Prior to the rise of centralized
corporate social media research, where there exists a canonical list
of users, researchers had to develop alternative techniques in order
to produce a true randomly sample from social networks. These
techniques often relied on simulation to show that a sampling
strategy was unbiased, given assumptions about network topol-
ogy [2, 52, 53, 55]. It is not yet clear whether these assumptions
hold in the Fediverse, due to documented volatility in the set of
active instances [78]. Researchers seeking to collect representative
samples should exercise caution when generalizing and collect new
data periodically, by using, e.g., La Cava et al. [56]’s “polite data
crawling” methodology.

2.4 Challenges Collecting Privacy Policies
Typically we can extract the privacy policy of an active Mastodon
instance using only our knowledge of its domain (i.e., without any
crawling or scraping). This is because the default Mastodon soft-
ware stack ships with a default privacy policy template. This policy
will be dynamically populated with the instance name and appear
at https://<DOMAIN>/privacy-policy on servers that use the
Mastodon front-end.

Of course, if administrators edit this template to link to a policy
hosted elsewhere, redirect the default URL, password-protect the
website, or simply decide to use a different front-end, this will frus-
trate attempts to locate the instance’s privacy policy. Fortunately
the design friction of deviating from the defaults, combined with

Mastodon’s editable markdown template mean that locating pri-
vacy policies for this specific software is an easier task than in the
general case [65, 68, 88, 102].

2.5 Folkloric Assumptions
Due to Mastodon’s distributed nature, it is difficult to obtain a com-
plete picture of demographics, social norms, and practices. However,
Fediverse participants discuss their experiences, and individuals
sometimes write longer-form documentation of their observations.
Zulli et al. [105] report that content moderation discussions on
Mastodon often appear with the #federation tag and content
moderation is deeply tied to social norms and marginalized iden-
tity [32, 38]. Based on both our subjective observations and pub-
lished testimonials, we approached this research with the following
folkloric assumptions, which influence our study design and inter-
pretation of collected data. We also document these assumptions in
order to highlight results that explicitly challenge or refute them.

2.5.1 Most administrators have a stronger than average technical
computing background. Mastodon began as a “counterculture” re-
sponse to Twitter before there was significant social momentum
away from the latter. 3 The concept of federation itself represents
both a political experiment and a technical innovation (e.g. with the
ActivityPub protocol). Thus we assume that most early adopters
(and by extension most of the transitive closure of their social
connections) would have more than a lay interest in computing,
internet architecture, and sociotechnical systems. Mastodon com-
munities tend to attract users who are interested in free and open
source software, cautious about the collection and surveillance of
their data, and knowledgeable of the technical and ethical aspects
of data scraping and privacy [60].

2.5.2 Over-representation of administrators identifying as LGBTQ+
and under-representation of those identifying as a race other than
white. Based on the Fediverse’s origins, the Mastodon Covenant,
and subjective observations about the population of active users,
we assume Mastodon’s administrators may disproportionately rep-
resent LGBTQ+ (and especially transgender) people who are well
aware of their vulnerability to harm and harassment online. We
also assume white administrators are over-represented, based on
colloquial users’ reports of community demographics [28, 97].

2.5.3 Administrators view their roles primarily as community mod-
erators rather than data managers. Since the Fediverse emerged in
response to the experiences of high-profile marginalized commu-
nity members’ inability to enforce boundaries and consent around
their social network interactions, we expect that administrators will
for the most part be motivated by adopting the role of a community
steward. By extension, they may put a great deal of care into craft-
ing their content moderation policy, but not necessarily put the
same thought towards their privacy policy and data management
approach. For example, Mastodon’s instructions for setting up your
own server note that administrators should write out a code of
conduct, but do not mention privacy policies at all [62].

3As evidence of its counterculture roots, early Mastodon was designed to be GNU
Social compatible and has emphatically never been pitched as a start-up (https://news.
ycombinator.com/item?id=12646083); GNU Social was itself founded by Free Software
Foundation employees.
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Figure 1: Timeline of the data collection process. Source data
are labeled with the prefix S. Other data and their subsets are
labeled with the prefix D and the suffix ’, respectively.

3 STUDY DESIGN
To study the variability of privacy policies on Mastodon, we col-
lected privacy policy documents for text analysis. To study adminis-
trator choices, experiences, and perspectives on privacy policies, we
conducted an online survey of Mastodon administrators.4 Figure 1
depicts our data collection and processing workflow and timeline.

4Reviewed as exempt by the Northeastern University IRB.

3.1 Sampling Instances (S1, S2, D1)
All of our data collection tasks began with a sample of Mastodon in-
stances. As discussed in Section 2.3, the most reliable way to sample
network data is through crawling. However, we eschew crawling
in our work due to ethical considerations, discussed in depth in Sec-
tion 4. Therefore, we instead selected our initial sample of instances
using long-running centralized registries: joinmastodon.org (S1)
and instances.social (S2). instances.social provides an API
for developers and researchers that returns structured data, in-
cluding administrator contact information, server language, and
whether the instance was live at last query. joinmastodon.org
only provides a text list of instance domains; we must query the
Mastodon API to obtain this information. We then applied the
following exclusion criteria to identify 351 distinct instances (D1):
• English not listed as a server language.We controlled for variability
in our text analysis by restricting our initial data set to English-
language servers. If the API queries did not return any official
languages, we excluded the server.

• Inactive, nonresponsive or protected servers.Weexcluded all servers
that instances.social marked as inactive and all servers that
returned HTTP errors at either the instance API endpoint or at
the default privacy policy URL.

• Short privacy policy. Policies of fewer than ten lines of text after
normalizing via pandoc [59] were excluded.

Limitations. We have no reason to believe these registries pro-
vide representative samples of Mastodon servers; we discuss norms
surrounding using this data and further enumerate how they might
not be representative in Appendix B. Were the registries themselves
representative, our exclusion of non-responsive servers may be bi-
ased; we observed 502 and 503 errors, which is line with some of the
up-time issues reported in previous work [78]. We also observed
403 errors, suggesting that we are excluding privacy policies from
security-minded administrators. Finally, excluding short policies
and not following links means we may exclude policies from larger
or older organizations that use the default privacy policy URL as as
a pointer.

3.2 Policy Collection: Registries (D3’)
In June 2023, we downloaded the 351 policies from the confirmed
endpoint using Selenium in headless mode to access any dynami-
cally generated text. We converted the resulting HTML to Mark-
down using pandoc [59] and manually inspected a sample of poli-
cies. After observing prohibitions against crawling and scraping
on some servers (see Section 4), we emailed administrators via the
contact information we’d obtained using the Mastodon API, ask-
ing permission to include their publicly available policies in our
analysis. We sent one reminder email.

In July 2023 we filtered out the policies from the servers that
opted out (D3’). We removed instance names, normalized white
space, and converted all characters to lower case before running
our text analysis RQ1, findings in Section 5.1.

Limitations. We only used the default privacy policy URL to
locate policies. We did not look for policy information in other
locations. Thus we believe our analyses underestimate the true
variability of privacy policies and privacy-related policies.
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3.3 Survey (D4, D5)
In August 2023, we launched two versions5 of an online survey
hosted on Qualtrics to understand how administrators wrote, se-
lected, and/or maintained their servers’ privacy policies (Appen-
dix C). We first asked respondents to identify the instance they
administered before asking questions about their familiarity with
their instance’s privacy policy, the history of their instance’s pri-
vacy policy, and their own backgrounds in an effort to answer RQ2
and RQ3.

We used Dillman et al. [24]’s tailored design approach. To max-
imize response quality and completion rates, we allowed respon-
dents to skip questions, judiciously employed open responses, and
implemented significant conditional branching in order to maxi-
mize the relevance of a question to the respondent. We recorded
partial responses. The median response time for respondents who
completed survey was 10.3 minutes for each group. Respondents
were not paid.

3.3.1 Testing, piloting, deploying. Prior to deploying the survey,
several members of the immediate research community tested the
survey for comprehensibility and flow. Two Fediverse community
members known to the authors then took the survey under observa-
tion of and in dialogue with one of the authors. After finalizing edits,
the authors then rolled out the survey in stages to progressively
larger audiences in August 2023 (D4).
(1) Email individual survey links to early affirmative respondents

to our request to use instance privacy policies (registries, §3.2).
(2) Email individual survey links to later affirmative respondents

to our request to use instance privacy policies (registries, §3.2).
(3) Email individual survey links to all remaining affirmative re-

spondents and non-respondents to our request to use instance
privacy policies (registries, §3.2).

(4) Email individual survey links to negative respondents to our
request to use instance privacy policies (registries, §3.2).

(5) Post anonymous survey link to referral network (§3.3.2).

3.3.2 Referral Network Recruitment (Snowball Sampling). “Snow-
ball sampling” is a commonly used non-probability samplingmethod
for networked data when there do not exist means to perform prob-
ability sampling [34, 69]. One member of our research team is also
a member of the population of interest (i.e., a member-researcher).
They both administer an instance that runs a Mastodon fork and
participate as a member of a larger instance that affords them
greater network connectivity. This researcher served as a “seed,”
posting an anonymous link to our survey and asking others to
share. They fielded questions from prospective participants and
made one reminder/follow up post. Members of this recruitment
pool had access to a single public survey link (D5).

Limitations. Because the snowball sample is opt-in and poten-
tially anonymous, we could not apply the exclusion criteria of
Section 3.1 a priori. One implication of this difference is that admin-
istrators in each group may differ in systematic ways. For example,
the snowball sampled group may have more technically-savvy ad-
ministrators who have implemented authentication measures or

5The two versions of the survey were nearly identical to participants, differing only in
wording to reflect the recruitment strategy for each group.

who have customized the navigation of their instances in ways that
would lead us to exclude them in the outreach group. With this in
mind, we report our survey results by recruitment group and test
for differences. All quantitative analyses should be interpreted as
exploratory and descriptive, not confirmatory and associational or
causal.

3.4 Policy Inspection: Referral Networks (D6)
We manually inspected, manually assigned annotations, and manu-
ally extracted relevant quotations from the publicly available pri-
vacy policies of all survey respondents who provided valid URLs.
We did not download these policies, nor use any automation to
access or inspect these policies. This data in this analysis overlaps
with D3’, but was collected in a distinct process.

4 ETHICS
Answering our research questions required two pieces of informa-
tion from instances: an administrator contact and the text of the
instance’s privacy policy. Neither datum is typically considered pro-
tected data when available publicly on the web. All of the privacy
policies we collected were publicly accessible and all administrator
contact information was obtained using public APIs; using this type
of data typically does not require IRB approval. We submitted our
proposed study for IRB review and were determined to be exempt.

Despite our exempt determination, we proceeded with additional
care due to previous conflicts between researchers and similar com-
munities to our community of study. In the open source community,
a 2021 IRB-exempted study that involved submitting faulty patches
to the Linux kernel led to the banning of University of Minnesota
affiliates from future contributions to the Linux kernel [12]. Re-
garding Mastodon specifically, a 2018 study from the University of
Milan scraped data from the Fediverse, breaking terms of service
of many servers and misrepresenting the data that was scraped;
this publication was met with an open letter from the Mastodon
community [84].

With this context in mind, we asked minimally invasive ques-
tions in our survey to respect the privacy and social interiority
of these communities. As our research objectives and interests
require the trust of the Mastodon administrator community, we
follow Proferes et al. [75]’s best practices for online data collection
of public data that ordinarily would be considered exempted by
IRBs. They advocate a “contextual” approach that seeks to under-
stand how different online communities view the “publicness” of
their public data. Based on our understanding of the community
context, an ethical investigation of Fediverse practices necessar-
ily involves the consent from administrators’ individual instances,
even for publicly-available data, adhering to a standard beyond an
IRB-approved protocol.

Scraping. During our preliminary analysis of privacy policies,
we noted that at least two instances prohibited scraping in their
privacy policy:

We love scientific research, but data must be gathered with con-
sent. You may not scrape data from for research without
express consent of each user whose data you gather.
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Researchers who wish to study or our users by collecting
data using the API or through any other means that does not
involve an "opt-in" from individual users are required to submit
their protocol. This does apply to database scraping software, or
any means of recording user activity where our users might be
surprised that they were included afterward, because they were
not given a chance to consent.

We did not collect any non-administrator user data for this project.
The only administrator user data we collected was the listed contact
email address via the instance API endpoint.

Although our IRB would not consider privacy policies to be user
data, we deemed it in alignment with these ethical considerations to
involve administrators in this process. Of the 84 administrators who
responded to our request for permission to use their privacy policies,
8 opted out (i.e., denied permission for their policies to be used in
our analyses). Their privacy policies are not included in our textual
analysis below, nor do we include their servers in our analyses of
instance characteristics. However, our manual inspection reveals
that all 8 policies use the default privacy policies with either no
modifications (5 instances) or minor markdown modifications (3
instances, no semantic differences); the default policy is the default
privacy policy of Mastodon and is covered by AGPLv3.

Given that one of our findings was administrator confusion over
governance documents, it is possible that those who requested their
privacy policies not be used were actually thinking of their server
rules, codes of conduct, or some other public-facing document(s).
This observation is important in the context of social media com-
panies effectively closing off academic researchers’ access to their
data. Researchers will move along with users to alternative social
media while expecting data collection norms to transfer as well.
This is problematic precisely because the Fediverse, in its origins,
is a rejection of the corporate social media ecosystem.

Crawling. Mastodon provides an API endpoint that lists all of
the servers accessible via one hop from the instance’s user network
— i.e., the set of servers which host all of the accounts that the
users on the current server follow. This information is derived from
user data. Some administrators identified via centralized registries
responded to our emails to ask how we came to identify them; we
provided them with this information when asked. This experience
led us to eschew crawling the network ourselves. We did not be-
lieve we would obtain sufficiently useful additional information
beyond that offered by the centralized registries. Furthermore, due
to the aforementioned community trust issues, we felt the risk of
damaging future relationships to administrators was not worth the
potential reward of additional instance data.

Participant Privacy and Confidentiality Considerations vs. Data
Integrity. As discussed in Section 2.5, the Fediverse has a reputation
for providing communal space for vulnerable communities, e.g.,
transgender populations. Because administrators are often also
members of their instances’ communities (i.e., not just operating a
service), as points of contact for the instance they are particularly
vulnerable. We thus assume that administrators place high value
on privacy and confidentiality. Thus, we sought to collect as little
personal or identifying data as possible.

We do, however, need to collect some data in order to validate
our results, since we cannot assume that all survey respondents
will act in good faith and [22, 30]. In particular, we mitigated the
threat of spammers in our design through (1) limiting recruitment
channels to direct outreach and posting in the Fediverse (e.g., we
did not post on major corporate social media platforms), (2) not
paying respondents to participate in this research, (3) requiring
respondents to provide the name of the instance they administer.

5 RESULTS AND FINDINGS
To answer RQ1, we analyzed the text of privacy policies (D3’) on
351 identified using the centralized registries (§3.1). To answerRQ2
and RQ3, we analyzed the results from our two survey groups:

Outreach group. (D4). From instances identified via centralized
registries, the research team recruited 348 distinct administrators to
respond to the survey by email. From this group, 55 administrators
opened the survey, 45 began the survey, and 40 reached and re-
sponded to the server name question. We considered all 40 of these
responses high quality and did not exclude any from our analyses.

Snowball group (D5). One-hundred individuals attempted to re-
spond to the survey that was distributed via referral network. Sev-
enty provided text for the server name; of these, 64 were confirmed
to be running Mastodon or a closely-related Mastodon fork. While
we are generally interested in platforms that participate in the Fe-
diverse, in our analysis below we exclude instances confirmed to
operate other Fediverse platforms (e.g., Friendica) in an attempt to
treat the platform affordances as a controlled variable.

5.1 Policy Variability (D3’, D6)
To better understand the landscape of privacy policies in Masto-
don, we conducted a preliminary analysis of the variability among
servers’ policy documents (RQ1). Mastodon provides a default tem-
plate for a privacy policy, but since the software is open source,
administrators are free to use or create one of their own. Our anal-
ysis revealed that this affordance yields privacy policies that can
differ from each other not only in obvious ways, but also in subtler
ways that users can miss on a casual reading.

5.1.1 Cluster analysis (D3’). We performed three rounds of cluster
analysis over the initial privacy policy dataset.
Round1 We used theMeanShift algorithm provided by scikit-learn

over bags of words from the policies [70].
Round2 From each cluster produced in Round1, one researcher

selected exemplar documents. From these exemplar doc-
uments, that same researcher produced keywords by first
using nltk [11] to extract nouns from the pre-processed
and normalized versions of these documents, and then
manually selecting out terms that were most relevant to
privacy and security (e.g., keeping “password” and “ad-
min,” but dropping “video”). That same researcher then
used the MeanShift algorithm again to produce a new
set of clusters over keywords extracted from all of the
documents.

Round3 From each cluster produced in Round2, the same re-
searcher observed that some policies within each cluster
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Parent Policy Count
Discourse 334
UNKNOWN 8
eupolicy.social 5
Dreamwidth 1
write.as 1
chaos.social 1
scholar.social 1

(a) Breakdown of clusters
produced by our analysis;
“Discourse” is the parent pol-
icy of the Mastodon default
privacy policy (§5.1.1).

(b) Heat map of pairwise distances between policies,
sorted by distance from the default privacy policy;
“Discourse” is the parent policy of the Mastodon de-
fault privacy policy (§5.1.1).

(c) Inter-annotator agreement matrix between two an-
notators for policy profile classifications (§5.1.2)

Figure 2: Policy variability analysis (RQ1). Tab. 2a depicts the counts per policy cluster. Policies that did not cite any template
or inspiration for their text are UNKNOWN. The policies from the eight instances that opted out all use the default with no
modifications, so we left them in the dataset. Fig. 2b depicts a heat map of pairwise Levenshtein distances between policies,
with the policies (represented by the rows and columns) sorted by their Levenshtein distance from the default Mastodon policy.
Origin is the top left. The two parent policies that map to these regions are labeled. We identified an additional four clusters
that collectively contain 12 documents from our sample. Fig. 2c depicts an inter-annotator agreement matrix between two
annotators (Cohen’s ^ ≈ 0.67) for policy profile classifications of survey respondents’ privacy policy documents. Eighty-four
respondents’ instances had publicly identifiable privacy policies. Nine instances included privacy information on their about
page or on another web page linked from the privacy policy. Each matrix entry is broken down by the recruitment method. The
data in this figure overlaps with but is not the same as the data in Tab. 2a and Fig. 2b; these data include instances from the
snowball sample.

explicitly referred to another policy. That researcher man-
ually inspected example documents (not necessarily the
exemplars from Round2) from each cluster and noted
which policy was cited as being an inspiration or template
for the documents.

Findings. Table 2a depicts the results of this analysis. We call
the cited policy a parent policy, using them to label each cluster.
To ensure that two documents of the same cluster were not too
different in content from each other, we performed a “sanity check"
by calculating Levenshtein distances on every pair of documents
using the pre-processing steps of Section 3.2. Figure 2b depicts
a heat map of these distances. Dark regions centered along the
diagonal of the graph suggest that there are “families” of policies
such that parent policies differ from the default policy of Masto-
don. There were no cases of one cluster citing two different parent
policies.

The researcher who conducted this work disseminated and dis-
cussed their findings with the other authors. Because a single re-
searcher performed that part of the analysis, we were not able to
produce measures for inter-rater reliability.

Significance. These different parent policies (or the decision to
not use one) provide different starting points from which adminis-
trators write their own privacy policies, if they choose to modify
them at all. These starting points may not necessarily be germane
to their instances’ needs.

5.1.2 Theorized Policy Profiles (D3). Upon manual inspection of
a sample of all privacy policies, we partitioned privacy policies
into those that hew closely to the default Mastodon privacy policy
and those that do not. Among those that do not, there are legally-
enforceable policies that address the storage and transmission of
personal data and then there are documents that would not meet
any legal standard for notice and choice. Among those that do
not meet the legal standard, there are documents that attempt to
address privacy and there are those that make outright false or
contradictory claims. We discuss each of these four profiles below
and connect them to the cluster analysis when appropriate.

Default. Mastodon ships with a default privacy policy that was
initially based on and cites a reference privacy policy.6 This default
policy lists the specific personal identifying information (PII) the
software collects, how long that information is kept, and how it
is used. We would expect administrators who do not modify the
default Mastodon setup to only add non-contradictory statements
to the privacy policy, since they do not change the software’s basic
operations.

There were 334 default-derived policies in our dataset, of which
50 (15%) differed from the default text (Levenshtein distance within
{2, 388}). Of those 50 differing policies, 43 policies differed only in
ways unrelated to privacy; examples include spelling localization

6Mastodon’s privacy policy shares a common ancestor with Discourse’s privacy policy
(https://www.discourse.org/privacy).
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(e.g., favorite vs. favourite), removing the acknowledgment of or
link to the reference/parent policy (e.g., Discourse, see Table 2a) or
modifying the date that the policy was last edited. The remaining
seven included removals, additions, and replacements to the text
that we argue represent semantic differences from the source policy.
These changes include adding or removing the following text:
✚ a disclosure of which hosting platform the instance runs on,
✚ a disclosure of how collected data will be used for analysis,
✚ a disclosure of the server administrators’ jurisdictions,
✚ a claim that advertisements are banned,
✚ a claim that the instance does not use cookies,

default information on cookie usage,
a default section on how the serverwill not sell, trade, or transfer
data to outside parties, and
textual references to regulations (e.g., COPPA) that may be
jurisdictionally irrelevant.

Bespoke. Seventeen policies differed substantially from De-
fault. Common among these policies are more detailed explana-
tions of what information is at stake and how that information
is processed. Documents ranged in their formality, from earnest
educational attempts at explaining to the end-user some of the
underlying processes of the underlying server, to more typical
legalese including technical definitions of terms used in the policy
(e.g., “User”, “Account”).

These policies display diversity among themselves as well as
the differences they share when compared with the default policy.
We found policies that offer different attitudes toward privacy and
privacy-related subjects. For example, one policy “reserves the right
to display advertisements on [a user’s] content unless [the user
has] purchased an Ad-free Upgrade or a Services account”. Another
policy is written to be a “non-privacy policy”, asking users to “as-
sume that everything [they] contribute to [the server] is public”. A
third example offers users the ability to review any subpoenas that
the subject instance receives that compels it to disclose personal
information. These examples involve distinct categories of infor-
mation and information processing actions, representing distinct
concerns of administrators and their communities.

Inconsistent. After our initial analysis wemanually re-examined
some of the policies we’d excluded due to length. We found that
some privacy policies included statements that are not consistent
with how the Mastodon software actually operates. For example,
the entirety of one privacy policy reads:

Your data is yours, and will never process or use your
data.

Mastodon must store messages on the instance’s server in order
to function properly, so this statement is factually incorrect. The
following excerpt from a privacy policy claims that the instance
does not use cookies:

Do we use cookies?
No.

We found that this claim was false by creating an account on the
instance that made the claim and finding that two cookies were
indeed saved onto our browser. One cookie, called _session_id,

stores our current login session on the server, and is necessary
for our login status to persist between page reloads. The other
cookie, called _mastodon_session_id, is set both for authenticated
and unauthenticated users, and is used by Mastodon to track our
browsing behaviors as a security precaution.

Under-specified. All privacy policies are, to some degree, under-
specified. However, some are noticeably lacking in content. Others
should not be considered privacy policies at all; for example, this is
the entirety of one privacy policy:

Accounts dormant for more than 12 months are subject to sus-
pension.

Another under-specified policy avoids the problems of inconsistent
policies by gesturing toward whatever is necessary to operate an
instance:

will process the data you provide in order to provide you
with a Mastodon instance.
We will make best efforts to protect your data, and we won’t
transfer it, sell it or use it for anything except providing you with
this instance.
If you want to exercise your rights under the GDPR ping us an
email at: .

5.1.3 Observed Policy Profiles (D6). After the end of the survey
(Nov. 2023), one researcher identified URLs for privacy policies
of 84 instances represented by survey respondents. Nine of these
instances contained privacy policy information in two locations.
Two researchers annotated the set of 93 documents according the
four profiles defined here (Cohen’s ^ ≈ 0.67), plus “unknown.” All
“unknown” classifications were for policies written in languages the
annotators could not understand. We found the greatest disagree-
ments regarding how far a policy could deviate from the default
before it became something else.

5.2 Policy Provenance and Incidents (D4, D5)
In our survey we asked respondents whether they were personally
involved in the crafting of their instance’s privacy policy. This
allowed us to get a sense of what proportion of respondents were
speaking from personal experience vs. institutional knowledge. We
then asked them to rate their familiarity with their privacy policies
and to report when they last read through them (Q8–Q10) before
proceeding to our specific questions regarding instances’ privacy
policy origins (Q13, Q18, and Q11).

Most respondents across both groups reported being involved in
establishing their instances’ privacy policies (85%), with no evidence
of a statistically significant difference between the two groups (𝜒2 ≈
0.68, p-value ≈ 0.41; excludes “I do not recall” responses, Figure 3a).
A smaller percentage — but still a majority — of administrators
reported being “Extremely familiar” with their instances’ privacy
policies (52%; Figure 3b); this was the mode answer for both samples.
When coded on a 0-3 scale, the sample means were both “Very famil-
iar,” with no statistical difference between the two groups (F ≈ 0.43,
p-value ≈ 0.51). Only the medians of the samples differed (“Very
familiar” vs. “Extremely familiar” for the outreach and snowball
sampled groups respectively).
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(a) Were you involved in the initial craft-
ing of [instance]’s privacy policy? (Q8)

(b) How familiar are you with [instance]’s
privacy policy? (Q9)

(c) How much of [instance]’s privacy policy
was written from scratch...? (Q11)

Figure 3: Self-reported administrator involvement, familiarity, and authorship suggest misconceptions when compared with
reported policy origins and last reported policy review.

These results might suggest that most administrators are ac-
tively involved in privacy policy creation and maintenance. When
asked how the initial privacy policy was crafted, respondents gave
seemingly contradictory responses. For example, 14 administra-
tors reported having authored the entirety of their privacy policy
(Figure 3c). However, when we navigated to their instance’s policy
endpoint, we found that seven instances were using the default
policy. One instance had replaced the default text with a code of
conduct. Two other instances replaced the default text with much
shorter and less specific text discussing data. The remaining policies
were inaccessible (404 errors, or behind a login page).

We also observed this phenomenon among respondents who re-
ported authoring at least some (but not all) of their privacy policies.
Thirteen respondents reported being involved in originating their
instances’ privacy policies using an existing policy that they modi-
fied beyond the name of their server. However, when we navigate
their instances’ privacy policies, six of the 13 display the default
policy. One instance replaced the text of the default privacy pol-
icy with a link to the terms of service. Another replaced the text
with a link to a subsection of their about page, which points to
masto.host’s privacy policy. It is possible that in this case, the
privacy policy text may have been auto-generated by masto.host.

We received forty-two responses to our open-ended question
(Q24) asking administrators if they would like to share any ad-
ditional information about their policies’ origins. Among these
responses we saw evidence of both laissez-faire:

I literally wrote it stoned out of my mind while I was setting up
the server. lol

– and hands-on administrator behavior:

We try to review and update it, but only do so based on sources
that we would trust, for instance at the encouragement of a law
focused Mastodon instance that posted what they believed to be
good policies.

One respondent substantiated our suspicion that some adminis-
trators the use names of different documents interchangeably or
confuse them:

Figure 4: Aggregated counts of types of edits to existing pri-
vacy policies or tool/template output (Q15, Q20). Blue text
indicates additions, red deletions, andmagenta either or both.
Most options were available for both questions captured by
this histogram; for more information, see Appendix D.

I may have confused the privacy policy with the server rules in
these questions?

Among respondents who reported not being involved in the
privacy policy’s creation, most reported using a managed hosted
service and all but two reported that they were using the default
policy. Table 3 in Appendix D aggregates responses across ques-
tions Q8, Q11, Q13, and Q18.

Policy alterations and privacy incidents. We suspect that admin-
istrators who had experience with privacy incidents would incor-
porate their insights into their instance’s policies. To better under-
stand this trajectory, we asked about alterations to policies and past
privacy incidents (Q14–Q15, Q19–Q20, Q25–Q28).

Thirty respondents reported making changes (other than the
name of the server) to their reference policies or to the output
of the tool(s) they used to generate the policies (Figure 4). Given
the evidence that some administrators were confused about which
governance document we were referring to and that we may not
have identified the actual privacy policy endpoint correctly, these
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Figure 5: The length of time that respondents have been
functioning as administrators for their servers (Q2).

data should be interpreted as modifications to the documents that
the administrators thought were the privacy policies.

Four respondents provided us with additional information and
context for their changes. We corroborated these changes against
the instance’s privacy policies. In all cases, administrators made
updates to the default policy to clarify terminology or provide addi-
tional context for how the Mastodon software works. For example,
one policy describes the function and scope of the _mastodon_-
session_id cookie.

We then asked respondents if they had experienced scenarios
that would require them to engagewith their privacy policy, ranging
from rare events like requests to disclose information about users,
servers, etc. (Q25), to more mundane questions from their instance
members (Q28). Only four respondents report having ever received
a request to disclose information about their members or server; we
did not ask follow up questions about these incidents out of concern
that it might deter participants from continuing. For a comparison
of frequencies of each of these incidents, see Table 4 in Appendix D,
which aggregates over questions Q25–Q28.

5.3 Administrator Characteristics (D4, D5)
Mastodon administrators are not a monolith; their characteristics
and values inform the sociotechnical choices that impact users.
We seek to better understand the characteristics of administrators
who select and craft governance documents like privacy policies
to inform our understanding of how privacy is conceptualized and
operationalized on Mastodon (RQ3).

5.3.1 Administrator Tenure. Most of the 104 respondents who an-
swered our question about the length of time they had been admin-
istrators had been in their roles for less than a year. The average,
median, and mode tenures for both groups all fall within the 6
months – 1 year bucket, with the exception of the outreach group’s
mode, which rounds to the 1 – 3 years bucket There is no evidence of
a statistical difference in the variability of length of tenure between
the two groups (F ≈ 1.96, p-value ≈ 0.16).

Figure 5 depicts the response counts for each of the brackets we
provided. Note that these brackets are not of equal size: regardless of
exogenous factors, we would expect unpaid server administration
to have high abandonment rates, so we chose a finer granularity
for the first year of administrative experience (6 mos.) and more
coarse-grained brackets after the first year (2 yrs.). Mastodon was
founded in 2016; only one administrator selected this option and it
was for an online community that long predates Mastodon.

Figure 6: Platforms on which administrators have had prior
content moderation experience. The seven platforms in navy
are the seven options we provided; free-text responses are in
turquoise (Q30).

Figure 7: Respondents had similar rates of experience with
both content moderation and data management (Q29, Q37).

5.3.2 Content Moderation and Data Management Experience. We
found no evidence of a statistical difference in the proportion of
administrators who report having a background or prior experience
in content moderation vs. data management (𝜒2 ≈ 1.14, p-value
≈ 0.29, Figure 7). The 59 respondents who reported having prior
experience in content moderation were then asked to specify the
platforms on which they acquired this experience (Q30). Fifty-
five out of the 58 administrators who responded to this question
reported more than one platform (95%). Figure 6 depicts the breadth
of these responses as a word cloud.

5.3.3 Technical Backgrounds. Administrators who rely on existing
policies, tools, or templates to choose or construct their privacy poli-
cies are effectively outsourcing legal expertise. We were interested
in the backgrounds of administrators who instead chose to write
some portion of their policies themselves. Therefore, we asked
these respondents about their teams’ technical and educational
experiences in the five domains listed in Table 1 (Q12).
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Dom
ains

Formal educational Informal educational Professional background No one had this background
Outreach Snowball %Δ Outreach Snowball %Δ Outreach Snowball %Δ Outreach Snowball %Δ

Law 2 (11%) 5 (18%) -7 3 (16%) 11 (39%) -23 2 (11%) 4 (14%) -4 13 (68%) 12 (43%) 26
Policy 2 (11%) 2 (7%) 3 4 (21%) 15 (54%) -33 3 (16%) 5 (18%) -2 11 (58%) 10 (36%) 22

Security 2 (11%) 6 (21%) -11 8 (42%) 12 (43%) -1 10 (53%) 14 (50%) 3 4 (21%) 3 (11%) 10
Privacy 2 (11%) 3 (11%) -0 8 (42%) 18 (64%) -22 5 (26%) 9 (32%) -6 5 (26%) 3 (11%) 16

Operations 1 (5%) 4 (14%) -9 3 (16%) 11 (39%) -23 10 (53%) 11 (39%) 13 6 (32%) 7 (25%) 7
Table 1: Administrator educational or technical backgrounds. Forty-eight (19 direct outreach; 29 snowball) of the 53 respondents
(20 direct outreach; 33 snowball) who were asked about their educational or technical backgrounds responded (Q12). Two
responses were excluded from analysis for selecting both “No one had this background” and one of the other training options.
The blue highlighted cells mark backgrounds that are represented by more than 50% of the respondents (darker) or more than
33% of the respondents (lighter). Absolute differences between the two groups are highlighted (red: ≥ 30%, orange: ≥ 20%, yellow:
≥10%, white: <10%). Respondents could also provide free-text explanations of their backgrounds. Six did, naming “Licenses,”
“Media,” “Fine Arts Degree,” “Web Design,” “Information Technology,” and “Computer Science,” as relevant backgrounds for
their teams.

For each domain, we asked about the nature of their training in
terms of three categories: formal educational, informal educational,
and professional. We defined formal educational backgrounds as
degrees or coursework in the domain, while informal educational
backgrounds includedworkshops and self-study. Respondents could
choose more than one domain and more than one type of back-
ground. We gave respondents the option to indicate that no one
on their team had a particular background; recall that because re-
spondents could skip any question except for the consent form and
server name, we should not necessarily interpret the complement
of “No one had this background” as an affirmation that someone
had this background. We also did not prohibit respondents from
selecting both “No one had this background” and one of the train-
ing options. One respondent from the snowball sampled group did
not respond to some of these questions; another from this group
responded inconsistently and was removed from the analysis.

Finding: Limited experience in policy or law. Most of the
teams making decisions about privacy policies reported having no
formal background in policy or law, confirming our assumption
from section 2.5. However, a significant number reported informal
education in policy. This number also represents the most signif-
icant difference between our two samples: while only 21% of the
outreach group reported independently learning about policy, a
whopping 54% of the snowball sampled group did.

Finding: Autodidacts unevenly represented. Across all areas,
the snowball sampled group showed a greater propensity for infor-
mal education than the outreach sample. The member-researcher
who seeded this sample is an academic who may be attracting
autodidacts in these specific areas due to their Fediverse activity.

Finding: Operations + Security = DevOps strongly repre-
sented? Both groups reported substantial proportions of their ad-
ministrative teams having professional experience in both security
and operations. This association is especially strong in the outreach
group, where the majority of the respondents report these back-
grounds. Our interpretation is that these individuals are DevOps
professionals. While we did not anticipate this background, it is
unsurprising given the technical expertise required to set up and
successfully run a Mastodon instance.

5.3.4 Demographics. One of the biggest questions facing the Fe-
diverse right now is being framed as a trade-off between user pri-
vacy and content moderation and the impact it has on marginalized
users [25, 28, 91]. All respondents were asked whether they identify
as having a minoritized or marginalized identity (M/M, Q43–Q44).
Respondents were free to interpret their minority or marginalized
identity as they saw fit; our intention was to give space for re-
spondents to express their demographic identifiers relative to their
own cultural context. Figure 8(a) depicts the results. Respondents
who answered “Yes” or “I’m not sure” to Q43 were then asked to
select from a subset of provided axes of M/M, including an “Other”
option (Figure 8(b); counts of “Other” not depicted, but text ap-
pears grouped with additional clarifying free text responses in 8(c)).
Sexual orientation or preference is the most common axis in both
groups, followed by gender identity or expression. We note that in
the snowball sampled group, disability or neurodivergence was one
rank higher than it was in the direct outreach group. Due to the
small sample sizes, we do not compute whether this is a statistically
significant difference.

Figure 8(d) depicts the frequencies of the number of distinct axes
on which respondents report having M/M identities. Over half of
those who have M/M identities report multiple axes (7/11 in the
outreach group; 14/19 in the snowball sampled group). Different
marginalized identities aren’t independent categories. For example,
gender and sexuality are deeply enmeshed categories and one recent
study found that in the US, disability was 156% more common in
among those who identified as LGBTQ+ than among those who
did not [92].

6 DISCUSSION
Our initial text analysis suggested that most administrators simply
use the default Mastodon privacy policy that ships with the Masto-
don software. This is unsurprising in the context of prior work on
software configuration choices in privacy-sensitive contexts and
contemporaneous efforts with our work [43, 66]. However, our sur-
vey results suggest a more nuanced perspective. A sizable minority
of our sample of Mastodon administrators (≈10%) either made mi-
nor edits or wrote new policies from scratch. Several administrators
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Optional free text descriptors from Q44

M/M respondents

Do you personally identify as having a minoritized or marginalized identity? 
(Q43)
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Along what axes do you identify …?
(Q44)

Counts of number of axes of minoritization/marginalization 
(Data from Q43 and Q44)

(a) (b)

(d) (c)

Figure 8: All respondents were asked whether they identified as having a marginalized or minoritized (M/M) identity (a).
Depending on their responses, they were then asked to identify on which axes they had such an identity (b) and were given the
option of selecting more than one axes, as well as providing explanatory text (c). While most respondents did not identify as
having a M/M identity, those who did often specified more than one axis (d).

expressed past or future interest in tailoring their privacy policies
but were concerned about the legal implications, e.g.,

We currently use the default [...] We have considered modifying
it, but have always been scared off by the legal risks that might
pose – all the things we might need to account for, might be
responsible for. We have been so worried we might miss some
things, we haven’t added any at all.

Appendix Section D.6 expands on similar responses to Q24 and
describes some of the interactions the authors have had with ad-
ministrators throughout this study. Our initial text analysis, survey
responses, and interactions all suggest that the folkloristic assump-
tion that Mastodon administrators have strongly than average tech-
nical computing backgrounds fails to capture the true heterogeneity
of administrator backgrounds, interests, and subsequent needs.

While there were certainly some administrators who believed
privacy policies for their small, recreational servers to be irrelevant,
just as many administrators wrote about seeking governance guid-
ance and expertise from other other instances. We now discuss op-
portunities for sociotechnical infrastructure to grow and strengthen
in terms of assets-based community design (ABCD) [54], an alter-
native design approach for when purely needs-based approach may
fail to deliver sustainable impact on account of neglecting strengths
and affordances that already exist [71].

Asset: Administrator-members. Mastodon administrators are
typically members of the communities for which they provide ser-
vices. This membership gives them personal insight into the effects
of technical choices (e.g., where to host the software) on social out-
comes (e.g., the consequences of data seizure by law enforcement).
Furthermore, different instances represent different communities,
each having different privacy needs. Even if administrators lack
expertise in the law, they have unique competencies in what the
users of their service want and need. Given that our folkloristic
assumption of over-representation in the Fediverse of LGBTQ+
identities relative to the population at large has held up, we see
administrator-members as uniquely positioned to advocate for the
privacy and needs of these uniquely vulnerable communities.

Challenge: Double frustration. Because administrators’ in-
centives are aligned with members, they may experience frustration
about privacy policies from both the client and service provider
perspective. Indeed, we saw both the hopelessness of trying to ad-
here to what Horstmann et al. [42] described as the unidirectional
guidance of privacy compliance and the well-documented lack of
interest in privacy policies from users [7, 46, 86].

Asset: Instance cooperation, not competition. Despite oper-
ating in a regulatory ecosystem not built for them, several Mastodon
administrators reported being members of administrator groups
and seeking out mentorship and resources to support their comm-
unity-building efforts. Administrators talk to each other and have
a culture of sharing resources as a community: for example, some
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respondents reported circulating and discussing governance docu-
ments with other instances that had shared privacy interests. Fur-
thermore, the authors of one major Mastodon fork (Hometown7)
package technical and social documentation together [49].

While our survey respondents expressed apprehension about
the implications of editing privacy policies, many who were in-
terested in doing so reported expertise in security or operations.
Furthermore, administrators who run their own servers or cus-
tomize Mastodon must have sufficient technical knowledge to keep
their instances running.

Recommendation: community privacy guides/templates.
The broader Fediverse community could benefit from building on
these efforts to create, e.g. privacy templates that incorporate tech-
nical privacy concerns relevant to members, even if they do not im-
mediately address any current regulations. These documents could
be integrated across instances and jurisdictions into an interactive
guide to choosing from a set of privacy policies, similar to Github’s
choosealicense.com guide for open source license selection.

We believe we have seen some limited evidence to support the
folkloristic assumption that most administrators see themselves
as content moderators (if they support content moderation at all),
rather than data managers. However, this folkloristic assumption
was itself based on the idea that administrators are managing
their own software, either locally or through a cloud provider. The
growth of managed hosting complicates our understanding of what
it means to “run your own server,” since hosting platforms often
provide their own licenses. Thus, administrators who report little
engagement with user data or user privacy considerations are not
necessarily eschewing their duties if they have outsourced data
management to a hosting platform. Thus, the recommendation of
community resources applies more to administrators who manage
their own servers.

Asset/Need: Managing context collapse. Ten respondents
reported administering more than one server, six of whom pro-
vided the names of their other servers (Q4–Q7). We did not ask
respondents why they administered more than one server, but we
manually investigated the six cases where respondents provided
their other servers’ names and inferred the following possible rea-
sons:
• Grouping distinct interests. Two respondents each operate two
distinct servers that differ in both topic typology: locality/interest
and identity/interest.

• Separating work and personal access to the Fediverse. One respon-
dent operates a Mastodon server for their place of employment;
they are the only member of the other server they operate.

• Access control for sensitive content. One respondent operates sev-
eral fetish-themed servers that vary in their content (e.g., whether
NSFW).
Given the representation of M/M identities in our data set, this

behavior suggests that federated model of having just one account
does not address issues of context collapse [61, 98]. On the “asset”
side, Mastodon provides a flexible way for users to find commu-
nities that support their distinct privacy needs, but on the “need”

7https://github.com/hometown-fork/hometown

side, current tools for policy creation and understanding do not
foreground information relevant to those needs.

Recommendation: Narrative information formats. Tang
et al. [93] refined prior work on privacy policy comprehensibil-
ity [74] to show that non-expert end-users often misunderstand
not only the purpose of privacy policies, but the terms therein. For
example, Reidenberg et al. [79] showed that end-users interpreted
the absence of explicit enumerations of permissions as ambiguous,
while privacy experts interpreted the omission as permissive (an
interpretation that is correct in the sense of legal support). Work on
formalizing privacy policies [6, 23, 35] can help disambiguate these
documents in a form that’s amenable to computational adaptation,
while usable privacy efforts are needed to translate them into user-
oriented desiderata [17, 18, 50, 58]; however, most “usable privacy”
interventions prescribe a one-size-fits-all approach to interpret-
ing privacy documents that does not account for the Fediverse’s
diversity of purposes nor parity of incentives and needs across ad-
ministrators and users. This gap can be bridged by adapting privacy
document formalization to meet user-facing needs through narra-
tive generation, which allows for interactive exploration of specific
scenarios that users may modify and query [21], based on findings
that narrative-structured information supports more accurate men-
tal models and recall [94]. When paired with a collective approach
to synthesizing adaptable policy templates that serve the diverse
needs of Fediverse communities (per previous recommendation),
we see synthesis of narrative-structured situations generated from
policy information as a promising avenue towards tool support that
will help both users and administrators.

7 CONCLUSION
We conducted a text analysis of 351 Mastodon privacy policies and
subsequent online survey of 104 administrators to understand how
they select or craft privacy policies for their Mastodon servers. To
our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive analysis of privacy
policies in the Fediverse and the first study of administrator privacy
choices.

Our findings support some folkloric assumptions about demo-
graphics and knowledge backgrounds of administrators, such as
strong representation of technical interests and more experience
with community moderation than with data management (though
not as much as we thought!). Despite respondents’ technical back-
grounds, they do not necessarily engage with the Mastodon soft-
ware at the level we had expected going into this study, especially if
they use managed hosting systems. As a result, some administrators
edit or replace boilerplate language, leading to inconsistencies with
the underlying code. Since policy selection and management tasks
are already challenging for expert compliance professionals, it is no
surprise that the average Mastodon administrator would struggle,
too. These findings point toward a need for “privacy-enhancing
technology” support not just for user understanding of privacy poli-
cies, but also policy creation on the part of network administrators.
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A NETWORK FEATURE COMPARISON
Mastodon is often compared to other software and platforms in its
functionality and user experience. For readers seeking to under-
stand how Mastodon differs from well-known social software and
platforms, we provide Table 2. We focus on general-purpose (i.e.,
not tailored to specific topics or activities like Strava for exercise or
ResearchGate for scientific resaerch) social networking platforms.
We compare each entity in terms of the social networks (i.e., con-
nectivity between users), subgraph software affordances (i.e., tools
for managing subgroups within the network), and post visibility.
These three concepts influence privacy policies via what Jhaver
et al. [47] refer to as the “middle level” of a multi-level governance
structure commonly seen in online social networking platforms.

B REGISTRIES
Many researchers use registries to obtain a sample of Fediverse
instances. There are further ethical and statistical issues to consider
when using registries, which we describe below.

The Mastodon organization provides a curated centralized reg-
istry of servers that abide by the “Mastodon covenant”8 on their
website. Listings are strictly opt-in and administrators must submit
an application for approval. In addition to meeting content require-
ments (e.g., no hate speech), servers listed on joinmastodon.org
must be open and have low barriers for new member sign-ups.9

8https://joinmastodon.org/covenant; this document was added to joinmastodon.org
in October 2022 and describes the necessary criteria to be listed in the
joinmastodon.org registry, e.g. no hate speech.
9At the time of this writing, only about 5% of Mastodon servers crawled by
joinmastodon.org appear to register with joinmastodon.org. We do not know how
many of these servers are qualified to register.

While joinmastodon.org advises that they do not boost new
servers and that instances looking to grow should depend on other
methods to do so, it is unlikely that servers that are explicitly not
looking to growwould register. Therefore, we expect joinmastodon
.org to undercount smaller, more private servers that are seeking
stability over growth. Thus we believe joinmastodon.org does
not produce a representative sample of servers: we believe data set
may be biased due to the additional effort of registration and the
server requirements for listed instances.

We augmented our recruitment pool with another centralized
registry: instances.social. An individual developer-administrator
(@thekinrar) maintains the instances.social registry [80]. The
source code available for instances.social only includes the web
application code; neither the data itself nor the data collection code
are available. From the Github issue history and personal commu-
nication with @thekinrar, we know that the data are a combina-
tion of voluntary registrations and instance crawling.10 Through
personal communication with @thekinrar, we learned that their
crawler only uses instance-level public information; i.e., no user
information such as profiles, follows, or posts.

Despite only using public information, we know from the in-
stances.social issue history that some administrators whose
instances are listed would prefer they not be.11 This lack of com-
munity consensus over what makes something on the internet
“public” as been discussed in other contexts than the Fediverse (see
Section 4; Figure 9 depicts administrator reactions to being listed
in a registry, including a request for a privacy policy). Knowing
there could be community trust issues, we looked to prior work in
analogous contexts to guide us on ethical best practices when work-
ing with administrators and engaging with instances as research
subjects.We followed the principles outlined in Feitelson [27]’s post-
incident survey of open source developers; these principles align
with previously-published recommendations for research on Reddit,
which evoke community-based participatory research [75, 99].

We strongly discourage other researchers from assuming that ap-
proaches that made sense in other contexts (e.g., Reddit or Twitter)

10https://github.com/TheKinrar/instances/issues/120
11https://github.com/TheKinrar/instances/issues/159

Platform Connectivity Coordination Visibility (Post) Subgraph Subgraph Tooling Visibility (Group Post)

Web 1.0 email decentralized federated private n/a n/a n/a

Web 2.0

BBS decentralized siloed public message board * public
Mastodon decentralized federated public instance yes public
Facebook centralized siloed private group no private
Reddit centralized siloed public subreddit yes public
Twitter centralized siloed public n/a n/a n/a
Instagram centralized siloed private n/a n/a n/a
Wikipedia centralized siloed public n/a n/a n/a
TikTok centralized siloed public n/a n/a n/a

Table 2: Comparison of general social networking software in terms of selected features. All visibility features are labeled
according to their historic levels, since these features influence administrator and user experiences when they move to other
platforms. Reddit and Mastodon both offer sophisticated tooling (i.e., Mastodon’s API and direct code manipulation and
Reddit’s regular expressions language) to subgraph moderators. Since bulletin board systems (BBSs) have their origins amongst
hobbyists who often ran “homebrewed” software [15, 76], similar tooling was possible but is undocumented.
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would apply in the Fediverse. For example, Nicholson et al. [67] ana-
lyze instance rulesets by sampling the registry instances.social
and scraping the server public pages. They make the case that be-
cause this data is publicly facing, designed for newcomers, and
because their results are reported in aggregate, scraping is permis-
sible. They argue that they follow Proferes et al. [75]’s approach
to contextual ethical data collection — a higher standard than IRBs
require – and take community context into account. Critically,
Nicholson et al. [67] argue that community context suggests that
asking administrators for permission to scrape public pages is not
required.

Before conducting the study presented in this paper, we would
have agreed with Nicholson et al. [67]. However, our interactions
with administrators suggest that some would not consent to this. As
researchers, we are concerned that transferring norms from central-
ized social media could erode trust with Fediverse administrators
and hurt the health of the Fediverse in the process. We consider
this an evolving topic and best iterated upon with the input and
consent of Fediverse members.

C SURVEY INSTRUMENT
For each question in the survey, we indicate whether the question
was conditionally visible. We code each question type using Pew
Research’s online question typology [40]. The following question
types appear in our survey:

Open-ended Respondents are presented with a textbox; this is
commonly known as a “freetext” question.

Stand-alone Respondents are presented with a select-one (i.e.,
radio button) question, possibly with an “Other” option that
is freetext.

Check-all Respondents may select any number of options (i.e.,
checkbox) that may include an “Other” option having a
textbox field.

Battery items These are grouped questions, each of which may
be Stand-alone or Check-all; they all have the same stem and
must be presented to the respondent as a group.

Participants were shown a progress bar and presented with one
question per page (i.e., they only saw one question at a time), unless
presented with a battery question. This allowed us to implement
fine-grained conditional branching/display logic and minimize the
extraneous information presented to participants. While respon-
dents could skip questions, they could not view every question
available due to the conditional branching we used. Questions were
grouped by topic. Respondents were shown signposts at the start
of each topic section, e.g.:

Figure 9: SomeMastodon administrators react to inclusion in
instance registries with unease, prompting one administrator
to request a privacy policy for instances.social. At the time
of this writing, the issue requesting a privacy policy has been
open for over one year.
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Q1 What Mastodon server are you an administrator for?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Open-ended

Q2 How long have you been an administrator for [your instance]?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Select one
O1 Less than 6 months
O2 6 months – 1 year
O3 1 – 3 years
O4 3 – 5 years
O5 5 – 7 years
O6 7 – 9 years
O7 More than 9 years
O8 I do not recall
O9 I prefer not to say

Q3 In what year was [your instance] established?
Conditional Display: In Q2, O6 or O7 selected
Question type: No
O1 2023
O2 2022
O3 2021
O4 2020
O5 2019
O6 2018
O7 2017
O8 2016
O9 2015

O10 2014
O11 Before 2014
O12 I do not know
O13 I do not recall
O14 I prefer not to say

Q4 Are you an administrator on any other Mastodon servers?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 No

Q5 How many other Mastodon servers are you an administrator
on?
Conditional Display: In Q4, O1 selected
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 0
O2 1
O3 2
O4 3
O5 Greater than 3

Q6 You answered “Yes” to the question “Are you an administra-
tor on any other Mastodon servers?” but responded “0” to the
question “How many other Mastodon servers are you an ad-
ministrator on?” If this was a mistake, please navigate back and
correct your responses. If it was not a mistake, please describe
what you mean by this.
Conditional Display: In Q5, O1 selected
Question type: Open-ended

Q7 Please list the names of the top 3 other Mastodon servers for
which you are an administrator, if you feel comfortable doing
so.
Conditional Display: In Q4, O1 selected
Question type: Open-ended

Q8 Were you involved in the initial crafting of [your instance]’s
privacy policy?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 No
O3 I do not recall

Q9 How familiar are you with [your instance]’s privacy policy?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Not familiar at all
O2 Somewhat familiar
O3 Very familiar
O4 Extremely familiar

Q10 When was the last time you read through [your instance]’s
privacy policy?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Less than 6 months ago
O2 6 months – 1 year ago
O3 3 – 5 years ago
O4 5 – 7 years ago
O5 7 – 9 years ago
O6 9 – 11 years ago
O7 More than 11 years ago
O8 Never

Q11 Howmuch of [your instance]’s privacy policy was written from
scratch (by you or someone on your team)?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 None
O2 Some
O3 About half
O4 Most
O5 All
O6 I do not know
O7 I do not recall
O8 I prefer not to say

Q12 To the best of your knowledge, did any of [your instance]’s pri-
vacy policy authors have background knowledge or experience
in any of the following areas?
Conditional Display: In Q11, none of O1, O6, O7, nor O8
selected

Question type: Check-all
O1 Law, Formal Educational (e.g., degree or coursework
O2 Law, Informal Educational (e.g., workshops, self-study)
O3 Law, Professional Background
O4 Law, No one had this background
O5 Policy, Formal Educational (e.g., degree or coursework
O6 Policy, Informal Educational (e.g., workshops, self-study)
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O7 Policy, Professional Background
O8 Policy, No one had this background
O9 Security, Formal Educational (e.g., degree or coursework

O10 Security, Informal Educational (e.g., workshops, self-study)
O11 Security, Professional Background
O12 Security, No one had this background
O13 Privacy, Formal Educational (e.g., degree or coursework
O14 Privacy, Informal Educational (e.g., workshops, self-study)
O15 Privacy, Professional Background
O16 Privacy, No one had this background
O17 Operations, Formal Educational (e.g., degree or coursework
O18 Operations, Informal Educational (e.g., workshops, self-

study)
O19 Operations, Professional Background
O20 Operations, No one had this background
O21 Other Background 1, Formal Educational (e.g., degree or

coursework
O22 Other Background 1, Informal Educational (e.g., workshops,

self-study)
O23 Other Background 1, Professional Background
O24 Other Background 1, No one had this background
O25 Other Background 2, Formal Educational (e.g., degree or

coursework
O26 Other Background 2, Informal Educational (e.g., workshops,

self-study)
O27 Other Background 2, Professional Background
O28 Other Background 2, No one had this background
O29 Other Background 3, Formal Educational (e.g., degree or

coursework
O30 Other Background 3, Informal Educational (e.g., workshops,

self-study)
O31 Other Background 3, Professional Background
O32 Other Background 3, No one had this background

Q13 Did you or someone on your team create [your instance]’s
privacy policy using a tool or template service?
Conditional Display: In Q11, O5 is not selected
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 I think so
O3 No
O4 I do not know
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say
O7 What’s a tool or template service?

Q14 Did you or someone on your team make changes to the tool or
template output?
Conditional Display: In Q13, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 I think so
O3 No
O4 I do not know
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say

Q15 What kinds of changes did [you [sic]] or your team you make
to the output of the tool? Please check all that apply.
Conditional Display: In Q14, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Check-all
O1 Added or removed links
O2 Added or removed accessibility features
O3 Added or removed contact information
O4 Added information specific to the server’s community
O5 Added information about third party [sic] services
O6 Added definitions of privacy-specific concepts
O7 Removed statements I/we disagreed with
O8 Removed statements that we could not or would not uphold
O9 Removed statements that were not applicable to our com-

munity
O10 Removed information about third party services [sic]
O11 Made other cosmetic changes (e.g., formatting, css, logos...[,

] branding)
O12 Other (please describe)

Q16 Were there any tools or templates you or your team considered
but did not use?
Conditional Display: In Q14, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 I think so
O3 No
O4 I do not know
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say

Q17 Please share why you or your team did not use the other tools
or templates you’d considered. Altnerative(s) ...
Conditional Display: In Q16, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Check-all
O1 was/were paywalled (not gratis)
O2 was/were proprietary (not libre)
O3 were unenforceable
O4 put too much responsibility on server administrators
O5 put too much responsibility on users
O6 insufficiently addressed privacy concerns
O7 premitted advertising
O8 prohibited advertising
O9 too prescriptive about third party [sic] services

O10 too proscriptive about third party [sic] services
O11 were not compatible with other policy documents (e.g.,

terms of service, code of conduct, business plan, community
guidelines, etc.)

O12 were too hard to understand
O13 were not compliant with relevant laws
O14 Other Reason (please describe)

Q18 Did you or someone on your team create [your instance]’s
privacy policy text by modifying or using the text of one or
more existing privacy policies?
Conditional Display: In Q11, O5 not selected
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 I think so
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O3 No
O4 I do not know
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say

Q19 Other than the name of the server, did you or someone on
your team make changes to the existing privacy policy when
crafting [your instance]’s privacy policy?
Conditional Display: In Q18, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 I think so
O3 No
O4 I do not know
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say

Q20 Other than the name of server, what kinds of changes did you
make to the existing policy? Please check all that apply.
Conditional Display: In Q19, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Check-all
O1 Added or removed links
O2 Added information specific to the server’s community
O3 Added or removed accessibility features
O4 Added or removed contact information
O5 Removed statements I/we disagreed with
O6 Removed statements that we could nor or would not uphold
O7 Removed statements that were not applicable to our com-

munity
O8 Made other cosmetic changes (e.g., formatting, css, logos...[,

] branding)
O9 Other (please describe)

Q21 Were there any existing policies you or your team considered
but did not choose to use?
Conditional Display: In Q18, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 I think so
O3 No
O4 I do not know
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say

Q22 Please share why you or your team did not use certain other
policies. Alternative(s)...
Conditional Display: In Q21, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Check-all
O1 were unenforceable
O2 put too much responsibility on server administrators
O3 put too much responsibility on users
O4 insufficiently addressed privacy concerns
O5 permitted advertising
O6 prohibited advertising
O7 were not compatible with other policy documents (e.g.,

terms of service, code of conduct, business plan, community
guidelines, etc.)

O8 were too hard to understand
O9 were not compliant with relevant laws

O10 Other Reason (please describe)

Q23 What is/are the names or urls of the policy/policies on which
[your instance]’s privacy policy is based.
Conditional Display: In Q18, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Open-ended

Q24 Is there anything else you’d like to share about the origins of
[your instance]’s privacy policy?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Open-ended

Q25 Have you or your team ever gotten a request to share informa-
tion about the content, users, or usage of [your instance]?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 I think so
O3 No
O4 I do not know
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say

Q26 Have you or your team ever needed to invoke [your instance]’s
privacy policy in your capacity as an administrator of it?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 I think so
O3 No
O4 I do not know
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say

Q27 Have any members of [your instance] raised privacy issues
with you or your team?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 I think so
O3 No
O4 I do not know
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say

Q28 Have any members of [your instance] asked questions regard-
ing your privacy policy?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 I think so
O3 No
O4 I do not know
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say

Q29 Do you have any background or prior experience as a content
moderator?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
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O2 No
O3 What’s content moderation?

Q30 On what platforms other than Mastodon have you had experi-
ence in content moderation? Please check all that apply.
Conditional Display: In Q29, O1 is selected
Question type: Check-all
O1 Reddit
O2 Facebook
O3 Youtube
O4 Wikipedia
O5 Slashdot
O6 Github
O7 BBS/listserv (please specify context, if willing)
O8 Other (please specify)

Q31 Please select the content moderation issues that you have expe-
rience with. Do not search for definitions of unfamiliar terms;
try to answer this question quickly and confidently without
additional resources.
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Check-all
O1 Hate speech
O2 Cyberbullying
O3 Harassment/Stalking
O4 Doxxing
O5 Disinformation
O6 Misinformation
O7 Spam
O8 Scams
O9 Sock puppets

O10 Cyptocurrency
O11 NFTs

Q32 Have you ever encountered (personally or as a witness) what
you would personally consider to be a privacy violation as part
of your content moderation experience?
Conditional Display: In Q29, O1 selected
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 Possibly yes
O3 Not sure
O4 Definitely no
O5 I do not recall
O6 I prefer not to say

Q33 To the best of your knowledge, was this privacy violation pro-
hibited by the platform’s privacy policy?
Conditional Display: In Q32, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 Possibly yes
O3 Not sure
O4 Definitely no
O5 I was not sufficiently familiar with the platform’s privacy

policy
O6 I prefer not to say

Q34 To the best of your knowledge, was this privacy violation pro-
hibited by the platform’s code of conduct?

Conditional Display: In Q32, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 Possibly yes
O3 Not sure
O4 Definitely no
O5 I was not sufficiently familiar with the platform’s code of

conduct

Q35 Do you believe this privacy violation should have been covered
in some way by the platform’s governance documents? Select
all that apply.
Conditional Display: In Q32, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Check-all
O1 Yes, in the privacy policy
O2 Yes, in the code of conduct
O3 Yes, in the terms of service
O4 Yes, other
O5 No
O6 Not sure

Q36 Is there any additional specific information you would like to
share about your content moderation experience?
Conditional Display: In Q29, O3 not selected
Question type: Open-ended

Q37 Do you have any background or prior experience in data man-
agement?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 No
O3 What’s data management
O4 I prefer not to say

Q38 Please select the data management issues, concerns, or tech-
niques that you are familiar with. Do not search for definitions
of unfamiliar terms; try to answer this question quickly and
confidently without additional resources.
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Check-all
O1 PII
O2 Secure servers
O3 Airgapping
O4 Differential privacy
O5 TLS
O6 De-identification
O7 GDPR compliance
O8 CORI compliance
O9 COPPA compliance

O10 CCPA compliance
O11 CPRA compliance
O12 Encryption
O13 Databases

Q39 In what contexts other than Mastodon have you had experience
in data management? Please check all that apply.
Conditional Display: In Q37, O1
Question type: Check-all
O1 Work (industrial)
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O2 Work (medical)
O3 Work (government)
O4 Work (academic)
O5 Personal
O6 Other (please specify)

Q40 Do you have a background in or prior experience with collect-
ing PII?
Conditional Display: In Q37, O1
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes, a lot
O2 Yes, a little
O3 No
O4 What’s PII?
O5 I prefer not to say

Q41 Do you have a background in or prior experience with data
encryption?
Conditional Display: In Q37, O1
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes, a lot
O2 Yes, a little
O3 No
O4 What’s data encryption?
O5 I prefer not to say

Q42 Is there any additional specific information you would like to
share about your data management experience?
Conditional Display: In Q37, O1
Question type: Open-ended

Q43 Do you personally identify as having a minoritized or marginal-
ized identity?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 No
O3 I’m not sure
O4 Decline to answer

Q44 Along what axes do you identify as having a minoritized or
marginalized identity? If you feel comfortable, please specific
categories in the text boxes.
Conditional Display: In Q43, O1 or O3 selected
Question type: Check-all/Open-ended
O1 Gender identity or expression
O2 Ethnicity or race
O3 Sexual orientation or preference
O4 Socioeconomic status
O5 Culture, religion, or country of origin
O6 Disability or neurodivergence
O7 Other

Q45 There are specific demographic questions we ask when study-
ing populations in the United States. Please indicate whether
any of the following are true.
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Battery items
[Your instance] is hosted in the United States.
O1 Yes

O2 No
O3 Not sure
O4 Decline to answer
You are based in the United States.

O5 Yes
O6 No
O7 Not sure
O8 Decline to answer
O9 Yes

O10 No
O11 Not sure
O12 Decline to answer

Q46 Please indicate which of the following U.S. Census racial cat-
egories you identify as. You may leave this question blank if
you do not wish to answer.
Conditional Display: In Q45, at least one of O1, O5, or O9
is selected

Question type: Check-all
O1 White
O2 Black or African American
O3 American Indian and Alaska Native
O4 Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
O5 Other

Q47 Please indicate whether or not you identify as having Latin
American ethnicity, culture, or origins.
Conditional Display: In Q45, at least one of O1, O5, or O9
is selected

Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 No
O3 Prefer not to say

Q48 Please indicate your gender identity, but only if you feel com-
fortable doing so.
Conditional Display: In Q45, at least one of O1, O5, or O9
is selected

Question type: Check-all
O1 Woman
O2 Man
O3 Nonbinary
O4 Prefer to self-describe
O5 Prefer not to say

Q49 If you feel comfortable sharing, let us know how often your
gender identity aligns with your gender assignment at birth.
Conditional Display: In Q45, at least one of O1, O5, or O9
is selected

Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Always
O2 Most of the time
O3 Sometimes
O4 Never
O5 Prefer not to say

Q50 Is there anything else you’d like to share about your identity?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Open-ended
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Q51 Would you be interested in participating in any follow-up stud-
ies at a later point in time, such as an extended interview or
beta-testing policy authoring tools?
Conditional Display: None
Question type: Stand-alone
O1 Yes
O2 Maybe
O3 No

Q52 Is there a different email address you would like us to use for
future contact? Leaving this field blank indicates the email
address we have for you is acceptable for further outreach.
Conditional Display: In Q51, O1 or O2 selected
Question type: Open-ended

D COMPLETE DATA ANALYSIS
We include here the complete descriptive and exploratory analyses
of all survey questions by topic, in sequential question order. Un-
less otherwise noted, we reproduce relevant charts and tables and
include back-references to aid in flow and legibility.

D.1 Basic Information (Q1–Q7)
Q1: What Mastodon server are you an administrator for? This

question had additional instructions that varied depending on the
recruitment method we used. All participants were asked this ques-
tion. It was the only required question after the consent form, i.e.,
participants could not continue the survey without responding.

In review, concerns were raised that requiring respondents to
name their instance would have a deleterious effect on response
rates, due to findings in prior work [66, 96]. We have no evidence
to suggest that requiring respondents to provide their instance
name deterred participation. In fact, our evidence suggests that this
question is correlated with high quality responses. This judgment
is based on both the literature about reliability of online surveys
and the authors’ past experiences conducting online surveys.

Consider the following: we directly emailed 349 administrators.
Thirty-four emails bounced (18 soft, 16 hard). We know that there
is a high churn in the availability of Mastodon instances. We do not
know how many of the email addresses we sent our outreach to
are even active. As one administrator said in response to a recent
spam attack:

Some instance admins got reminded that they had an instance.
And we also learned there are A LOT of abandoned instances
out there with their door wide open for registration without
approval.a

ahttps://techcrunch.com/2024/02/20/spam-attack-on-twitter-x-rival-mastodon-
highlights-fediverse-vulnerabilities/

Thus while at 17% (55/315), our response rate is lower than
our target response rate of 20%, we did not consider this to be
remarkably low for a recruitment method via weak social ties.

All recruitment messages included the statement:

This survey is not tailored to your instance. It does not collect IP
addresses. It is a separate request from another email you may
have received from us regarding consent to use the text of your
privacy policy.

Critically, while the 315 administrators who received this mes-
sage (i.e., email did not bounce, had not previously opted out of
Qualtrics emails) via email were told which instance we believed
they were administrators for, they were not told via email that they
would need to provide any identifying information.

Fifty-five of the administrators we reached out to followed the
survey link. The survey landing page is the consent form. Respon-
dents must affirm that they are Mastodon administrators over the
age of 18 who understand the content of the consent form in order
to progress to the body of the survey. Only 45 of these respondents
progressed passed the consent form.

This consent form does not explicitly state that respondents
must provide the instance name. The first question in the survey
after the consent form asks for the instance name. Therefore, since
this is respondents’ first exposure to the idea that they will have
to provide the instance name, survey breakoff at this first question
would provide us with evidence that doing so adversely affects
participation.

Forty-five respondents saw this question. That is, of the 55 re-
spondents who clicked on their emailed links, ten did not complete
the consent form. Barring collusion, we believe it is reasonable to
assume that only 45 administrators were aware that the survey
asked them to provide their instance name.

Only six respondents out of the 45 did not provide a verifiable
instance name. Although we turned off recording IP addresses and
thus do not have access to this information directly, Qualtrics does
do some proprietary analysis of IP addresses for spam detection.
Qualtrics marked three of the six respondents who did not progress
as spam. No other respondents were marked as spam. Therefore,
≈ 7% (3/42) of respondents broke off at the instance name question.

We note that two of the respondents gave server names that were
not in our original list. One of these was a legitimate Mastodon
server name. The other was a single character response; it is likely
that this behavior was an attempt to occlude the respondents’ iden-
tity. Since these two individual responses did not appear to include
any other inconsistencies or behavior that would suggest an at-
tempt to subvert the integrity of the data collection process, we
included them in the analysis.

We performed a similar analysis toward the end of our data
collection period for the snowball sampled survey. The proportion
of useful surveys for the snowball sample at that time was lower
than the proportion of useful surveys for our direct outreach sam-
ple: 70% vs. 87%. We use as the denominator the total number of
responses that made it past the consent page and were not marked
by Qualtrics as spam. We use as the numerator the total number of
valid/usable responses. The standards we use for determining the
numerator differ slightly between groups: we included responses
that obfuscated server in the first group, but not for the second.

The snowball sampled survey had the potential to reach non-
English-speaking individuals and we have reason to suspect that it
did: the two respondents who did not make it past the consent form
indicated that they did not understand the content of the consent
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form. Furthermore, the instance name of one respondent appears in
both centralized repositories that we used (i.e., joinmastodon.org
and instances.social), but was not included in the outreach
group due to non-English server languages.

Four respondents provided servernames that we could not verify
as valid or invalid. This was due to either intentionally obscuring the
servername or because the server now appears to be offline. There
were two respondents not deemed to be “hackers” who were in
the former group: one respondent supplied input that was stripped
somewhere in the Qualtrics processing (i.e., it appears as the empty
string to us), one wrote “n/a.”

Among our snowball sample, three respondents in total trig-
gered our validation questions by selecting tenure as administra-
tors longer than Mastodon has existed. One respondent explicitly
stated in a freetext response: I wanted To see What you’re
asking our admins! The other respondent stopped replying ear-
lier. Neither provided valid Mastodon server names (fggngfn and
bitchface.cunt).

Q2: How long have you been an administrator for [your instance]?
Discussed in Section 5.3.1:

Q3: In what year was [your instance] established? We used this
question for validating unexpected responses to Q2. Mastodon was
first released in 2016. Our survey ran in 2023. Therefore, we would
not have expected respondents to choose either the “7–9 years” or
the “More than 9 years.” Zero respondents in the direct outreach
group selected either of these options. Several respondents selected
this option in the snowball sampled group, but only one belonged
to a high integrity response. We discuss some of the low integrity
responses in our discussion of Q1.

Q4–Q7: [Questions about administering other servers.] We dis-
cuss our findings regarding multiple server administration and its
implications in Section 6 under Asset/Need: Managing context
collapse and summarize this information Ten respondents reported
administering more than one server (Q4); we have highlighted re-
sponses that provided server names:

#/Other Servers #/Other Servers
Source Administered (Q5) Named (Q7)

1 outreach 2 3*
2 outreach 1 0
3 outreach 1 0
4 snowball 1 1
5 snowball 2 2
6 snowball 1 0
7 snowball 1 1
8 snowball 2 1*
9 snowball 3 0
10 snowball 1 1

Respondents could not view Q5 if they did not answer Q4 (Are you
an administrator on any other Mastodon servers?) affirmatively.
Respondent 1 appeared to interpretQ7 as asking for the names of all
servers administered, including the server for which we identified
them in their list. We believe respondent 8 interpreted Q5 as asking
for the total number of servers administered. It is possible that
respondent 9 administers either 3 or 4 servers in total. Given the
phrasing of Q4, we believe the remaining responses represent an
accurate interpretation of the questions.

Question Q6 is a data integrity check that was not triggered by
any of the respondents.

D.2 Privacy Policy Familiarity (Q8–Q10)
Q8: Where you involved in the initial crafting of [instance]’s pri-

vacy policy? Discussed in Section 5.2; chart appears in Figure 3a:

Table 3 aggregates over Q8, Q11, Q13, and Q18.

Q9: How familiar are you with [your instance]’s privacy policy?
Discussed in Section 5.2; chart appears in Figure 3b:

Q10: When was the last time you read through [your instance]’s
privacy policy? We did not include detailed discussion of this ques-
tion in Section 5.2 since the results are consistent with what we
would expect, given the findings of Q2.

We summarize responses in the chart below; the date ranges
highlighted in orange and red represent possibly invalid responses,
since they predate the existence of the Mastodon software:
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To further validate consistency, we flagged responses where respon-
dents reported having read the privacy policy prior their reported
start of tenure as administrators. Only one response fell into this
category; it is the same instance represented in the “More than
11 years ago” category above. This instance supports an online
community that we confirmed predates the existence of Mastodon.
Since the community predates Mastodon, it would stand to reason
that many of the governance documents predate Mastodon.

We can compare the last time an administrator read their in-
stance’s privacy policy against their reported familiarity with the
policy using the response color-coding of Q9:

Of note here are respondents reporting that they are “Extremely
familiar” or “Somewhat familiar” with the privacy policy, despite
reporting never having read it.

D.3 Policy Authorship (Q11)
Q11: How much of [your instance]’s privacy policy was written

from scratch (by you or someone on your team)? Discussed in Sec-
tion 5.2; chart appears in Figure 3c:

Table 3 aggregates over Q8, Q11, Q13, and Q18. Respondents who
answered that they wrote their entire policies from scratch were
not asked about tools, templates, or reference policies; all other
respondents were asked whether they used tools, templates, or
reference policies.

D.4 Technical/Educational Background (Q12)
Q12: To the best of your knowledge, did any of [your instance]’s

privacy policy authors have background knowledge or experience in
any of the following areas? We discuss this question in detail in
Section 5.3.3, aggregating the data in Table 1 (reproduction omitted
for readability).

D.5 Tools or Templates (Q13–Q17)
Q13: Did you or someone on your team create [your instance]’s

privacy policy using a tool or template service? Discussed in Sec-
tion 5.2; the following summary chart does not appear in the body
of the paper:

Table 3 aggregates over Q8, Q11, Q13, and Q18.

Q14 Did you or someone on your team make changes to the tool or
template output? Discussed in Section 5.2; the following summary
chart does not appear in the body of the paper:

Q15: What kinds of changes did you or your team make to the out-
put of the tool? Please check all that apply. Discussed in Section 5.2;
responses to this question are aggregated with the responses to
Q20 in Figure 4. The following summary chart of only the changes
made to the output of a tool or template does not appear in the body
of the paper:
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The authors devised the options listed here from their observations
when manually inspecting privacy policies. Respondents had the
opportunity to clarify or suggest other edits that they made. Only
two respondents provided additional information:

The first policy was used in 2018. We revised it in 2022 as we
revamped the service. Generally, we don’t believe there were any
major deviations from the source but did some wordsmithing and
clarifying.

Added some specific details concerning how the instance works
(how long logs are stored for, for example). the rest is mostly still
Mastodon’s default privacy policy.

Q16: Were there any tools or templates you or your team considered
but did not use? Only two respondents definitively reported having
considered tools or templates that they did not ultimately use:

Q17: Please share why you or your team did not use the other tools
or templates you’d considered. Alternative(s)... [respondents multi-
select from a list of options, including one freetext box]. Only three
respondents saw this question. We allude to this question and its
responses elsewhere in the paper, but do not directly report or
analyze it, due to the low response rate. Respondents selected the
following options (freetext response below):

Option Count
... were too hard to understand 1

... put too much responsibility on server administrators 2
... were unenforceable 1

... were not compliant with relevant laws 1
... Other Reason (please describe) 1

Multiple templates were considered, but we chose the one that
worked best for our needs/users.

The authors devised the presented options from their manual in-
spections of privacy policies and from manual inspection of online
tools for generating privacy policies.

D.6 Reference Policies (Q18–Q23)
Q18: Did you or someone on your team create [your instance]’s

privacy policy text by modifying or using the text of one or more
existing privacy policies? Discussed in Section 5.2; the following
summary chart does not appear in the body of the paper:

Table 3 aggregates over Q8, Q11, Q13, and Q18.

Q19: Other than the name of the server, did you or someone on your
team make changes to the existing privacy policy when crafting [your
instance]’s privacy policy? Discussed in Section 5.2; the following
summary chart does not appear in the body of the paper:
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Involve-
ment
(Q8)

Tool or
Template
(Q13)

Other
Policy
(Q18)

From
Scratch
(Q11)

Count

1 Yes N/A N/A All 14
2 Yes SKIP SKIP Some 3
3 Yes Yes Yes ≈ Half 3
4 Yes Yes Yes Some 7
5 Yes Yes Yes None 4
6 Yes Yes No None 3
7 Yes I think so Yes Some 1
8 Yes I think so I think so ??? 1
9 Yes I think so No None 3
10 Yes No SKIP None 1
11 Yes No Yes Most 4
12 Yes No Yes ≈ Half 1
13 Yes No Yes Some 13
14 Yes No Yes None 9
15 Yes No I think so ≈ Half 1
16 Yes No No Most 1
17 Yes No No Some 1
18 Yes No No None 2
19 Yes No ??? Most 1
20 Yes ??? Yes None 2
21 Yes ??? I think so None 1
22 Yes ?? ?? ?? 1
23 Yes - - - 2
24 Yes ? Yes None 2
25 No SKIP SKIP Some 1
26 No Yes No None 1
27 No I think so Yes ?? 1
28 No No Yes None 3
29 No No No None 3
30 No No No ?? 1
31 No No ??? Most 1
32 No No ??? None 1
33 No ?? Yes None 1
34 No ?? ?? None 1
35 ??? Yes Yes Some 1
36 ??? ? No None 1

≈ Half ≜ “About half” - ≜ “I prefer not to say
? ≜ “What’s a tool or template service?"

?? ≜ “I do not know” ??? ≜ “I do not recall”

Table 3: Cross-tabulation of administrator involvement in
and origins of instance privacy policies. Responses to Q8
are color-coded using the legend of Figure 3a. Responses to
Q11 are color-coded using the legend of Figure 3c, with the
responses to Q13 and Q18 color-coded analogously. Six re-
spondents broke off from the survey after answeringwhether
they were involved in their policy’s genesis; these data are
excluded from above.

Q20: Other than the name of server, what kinds of changes did you
make to the existing policy? Please check all that apply. Discussed in
Section 5.2; the following chart does not appear in the body of the
paper:

Two respondents provided additional information:

Adapted existing privacy policy to be specific to the Mastodon
software’s behavior

Added simple language descriptions of basis for data processing
and of what exactly we do with data, for what reason, and with
who we share the data, to attempt best effort GDPR compliance

Q21: Were there any existing policies you or your team considered
but did not choose to use? Discussed in Section 5.2; the following
chart does not appear in the body of the paper:
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Q22: Please share why you or your team did not use certain other
policies. Alternative(s)...[respondents multi-select from a list of options,
including one freetext box]. Discussed in Section 5.2; the following
chart does not appear in the body of the paper:

Option Count
...were unenforcable 2
...put too much responsibility on server administrators 2
...insufficiently addressed privacy concerns 5
...permitted advertising 5
...prohibited advertising 2
...were not compatible with other policy documents 4
...were too hard to understand 5
...were not compliant with relevant laws 9

Three respondents provided additional information:

were not relevant to geographical jurisdiction

Modifying the Mastodon template means typing up a policy.
When I do that, which I’ll get around to, I want to do it right.

The default Mastodon privacy policy is too vague.

The authors devised the list options of presented to survey re-
spondents from their observations when manually inspecting a
sample of privacy policies.

Q23: What is/are the names or urls of the policy/policies on which
[your instance]’s privacy policy is based. Recall that 52 respondents
answered confidently that their privacy policy was based off a
reference policy. Forty-four respondents provided additional infor-
mation about their reference policy. Twenty-five respondents listed
the Mastodon or Hometown12 default policy, or Discourse (i.e., the
privacy policy on which Mastodon’s privacy policy is based) as
their reference policy. Among this group, two respondents relayed
that their policies were based on both the default policy and another
policy. In one case, the other policy was Matrix’s and for the other,
it was the “the organization’s primary privacy policy.”

One respondent cheekily linked to a specific line of the Dis-
course’s privacy policy, which reads:

12Hometown is a popular Mastodon fork

## [Do we disclose any information to outside
parties?](#disclose)

Another six respondents provided links to other Mastodon in-
stances’ About pages, which contain information about codes of
conduct, block/allow lists, and other server information unrelated
to privacy policies. Upon navigating the publicly available pages
on each instance, we found that four of these instances used the
default privacy policy and one used a modified default privacy. We
could not identify an available privacy policy endpoint for the sixth
instance.

Nine respondents listed non-default-derived privacy policies.
In most cases, these privacy policies were bundled with terms of
service. Two respondents reported that they based their privacy
policies off two distinct sources. One respondent reported using
the rocketlawyer.com website to generate their documents.

The final four respondents reported:

a lot. we read a lot of other servers policies.

Various templates found via a Google search.

It diesnt exist anymore / the instance is no longer online

don’t recall

We did not perform any additional analyses over these responses.
None of the nine non-default-derived policies appeared in our ini-
tial text analysis of privacy policies. Responses to this question
contributed to our hypothesis that some administrators struggle
to differentiate different governance documents, discussed in Sec-
tion 6.

Q24: Is there anything else you’d like to share about the origins
of [your instance]’s privacy policy? All respondents saw this ques-
tion. Of those who chose to reply, most noted that their instances
used the default policy and mentioned if they made changes. Sev-
eral respondents included additional information of interest. One
respondent mentioned governance in general, citing a resource
previously known to the authors:

Darius Kazemi’s “How to run a small social network”
https://runyourown.social/ was very inspirational in setting up a
community for ourselves.

Some feedback potentially belied administrator’s lack of technical
understanding of how Mastodon works. For example, unless the
respondent who wrote

it doesn´t exist. Our server is informal and in it´s initial stages

haswritten their own software or has overwritten the privacy policy
that ships with popular social software, there likely is a privacy
policy somewhere. Similarly, statements such as

We never collect or share user data

after often not accurate, since most social software requires at least
some retention of IP addresses (i.e., user data) in order provide a
usable experience.
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Other respondents displayed engagement with both the technical
(in terms of software) and legal aspects of privacy policies:

To my knowledge, our record of the processing activities was one
of the first and most complete at the time of writing

The privacy policy, such as it is, essentially states that is
not going to fight the law on behalf of its users. Little else is
guaranteed.

We currently use the default Mastodon privacy policy. We have
considered modifying it, but have always been scared off by the
legal risks that might pose – all the things we might need to
account for, might be responsible for. We have been so worried
we might miss some things, we haven’t added any at all.

To the best of my knowledge, it was mostly written from scratch
by the previous Admin. I made a few minor adjustments when I
took over the reigns. There was, at the time, some discussion with
the admin of , and I’ve maintained a working relationship
with the current [...] admin.

I largely gave the text of the default Mastodon Privacy Policy to a
lawyer for verification that the policy is sufficient and valid under
European Law, a few suggestions weremade but not implemented,
as their impact would have been negligible.

The authors of this paper have heard from several administrators
over email throughout this study. Our communications informed
our use of the ABCD approach discussed in Section 6. One adminis-
trator informed us by email that it was “not possible” to modify the
default Mastodon policy, while another wrote in response to Q24:

TheMastodon software ships with a standard privacy policy. Most
instance owners and administrators do not modify it.

While it does appear to be true that most administrators do not
modify the default policy, there is clearly a sizable subset of ad-
ministrators who either do modify these policies or want to. One
respondent relayed that there exists a super group of regional ad-
ministrators who actively share knowledge:

there is a group of MastoAdmins who share this sort of info;
big thanks to members of that group for their help.

We have also heard from one administrator who has recently added
support for the ATProtocol to their instance, and from another
administrator who had realized that they had a rendering error in
their privacy policy after having read a draft of this paper. We be-
lieve these interactions support the notion that there is substantial
heterogeneity in both the background in and desire to engage in
the technical and legal aspects of Mastodon administration.

D.7 Privacy Policy Incidents (Q25–Q28)
We ask three questions about privacy incidents:

Q25 Have you or your team ever gotten a request to share infor-
mation about the content, users, or usage of [your instance]?

Q26 Have you or your team ever needed to invoke [your in-
stance]’s privacy policy in your capacity as an administrator
of it?

Q27 Have any members of [your instance] raised privacy issues
with you or your team?

Q28 Have any members of [your instance] asked questions re-
garding your privacy policy?

We mention our findings in Section 5.2 and aggregate in Table 4;
this following chart does not appear in the body of the text.

Disclosure
Request
(Q25)

Privacy Policy
Violation
(Q26)

Privacy
Issues
(Q27)

Privacy Policy
Questions
(Q28)

#

1 ??? No Yes Yes 1
2 Yes Yes Yes Yes 2
3 Yes Yes Yes No 1
4 Yes Yes No No 1
5 Yes No No Yes 2
6 I think so Yes No No 1
7 No Yes No Yes 3
8 No Yes No No 3
9 No No SKIP SKIP 1
10 No No Yes Yes 1
11 No No No ??? 4
12 No No No Yes 7
13 No No No No 60

??? ≜ “I do not recall”
Table 4: Eighty-seven respondents answered questions about
privacy policy compliance, ranging from requests to share
information about users to instancemember questions about
privacy (Q25–Q28).

We had hypothesized that the degree of specialization or “bespo-
keness” of a policy would be correlated with the severity of legal
jeopardy an administrator had previously encountered, i.e., that
administrators who had experienced formal requests for user data
would have more specialized policies than administrators who had
only dealt with “informal” privacy queries, who would in turn have
more specialized policies than administrators who never engaged
with their privacy policies. We were not able to collect enough
data to meaningfully examine this hypothesis; most respondents
reported never having encountered situations requiring that they
engage with their privacy policies.

D.8 Content Moderation and Data Management
Experience (Q29–Q42)

Q29: Do you have any background or prior experience as a content
moderator? Discussed in Section 5.3.2; a compressed version of this
chart appears in Figure 7.
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Q30: On what platforms other than Mastodon have you had experi-
ence in content management? Please check all that apply. Discussed
in Section 5.3.2; word cloud appears in Figure 6 and is not repro-
duced here.

Q31: Please select the content moderation issues that you have
experience with. Do not search for definitions of unfamiliar terms; try
to answer this question quickly and confidently without additional
resources. We originally designed this question for validation pur-
poses, with the intention of listing a mixture of issues commonly
understood to fall under the purview of content moderation (e.g.,
hate speech) and other issues that are not necessarily content mod-
eration issues (e.g., NFTs). Thus, the original question design was
meant to elicit a two-present: first, whether the respondent recog-
nizes the term, and then whether the respondent believes the term
describes a content moderation issue.

During testing and piloting, we found that respondents assumed
our intention was that all of the provided issues were content
moderation issues. We still found this question useful for priming
respondents, so we did not remove it. However, we do not believe
it produced data that was useful for any inferences, so we did not
report on it in the body of the paper.

Figure 10 represents both Q31 and Q38. We did not use this data
when discussing self-reported familiarity with content moderation
or data management (i.e, we only reported on Q29 and Q37 in the
body of the paper). We had initially hypothesized that the number
of categories respondents reported being familiar with would be
correlated with reported content moderation experience.

Unfortunately, we do not believe we can justify the battery of terms
used as a sufficiently representative sample of content moderation
terms to be able to use it to corroborate self-reported experience or
expertise in content moderation. We had also considered comparing
the distribution of familiar terms for content moderation with the
distribution of familiar terms for data management. However, we do
not believe these batteries are comparable and explain our reasons
for this in our description of Q38.

Q32: Have you ever encountered (personally or as a witness) what
you would personally consider to be a privacy violation as part of your
content moderation experience? We did not discuss this question in
the paper, nor report on the following data; following up on this
question in interviews is part of an ongoing study:

Q33: To the best of your knowledge, was this privacy violation
prohibited by the platform’s privacy policy? We did not discuss this
question in the paper, nor report on the following data; following
up on this question in interviews is part of an ongoing study:

Q34: To the best of your knowledge, was this privacy violation
prohibited by the platform’s code of conduct? We did not discuss this
question in the paper, nor report on the following data; following
up on this question in interviews is part of an ongoing study:
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Q35: Do you believe this privacy violation should have been covered
in some way by the platform’s governance documents? Select all that
apply. We did not discuss this question in the paper, nor report on
the following data; following up on this question in interviews is
part of an ongoing study:

Q36: Is there any additional specific information you would like
to share about your content moderation experience? Twenty-two
respondents provided additional commentary. Most emphasized
that while they had encountered or were aware of content mod-
eration incidents elsewhere, they had no problems on Mastodon.
Five respondents reported operating very small servers, which
they felt made moderation easy. Four respondents mentioned us-
ing Mastodon tooling (e.g., banning accounts, blocking servers) to
handle entities that were unambiguously violating their codes of
conduct. Four other respondents discussed content moderation in
terms of governance documents, community-building, and commu-
nication:

Some of it dates back to the time before ToS / Privacy statements
or Codes of Conduct.Wemostly made judgement calls, but having
pre-agreed rules is absolutely better than that.

mostly I read the book "how to respond to reports of code of
conduct violations" by Mary Gardiner and Valerie Aurora

My experience with a hybrid format (online portions of physical
events and vice versa) has allowedme to clarify things with people
that I might not otherwise meet or converse with in an online-
only moderation environment. I believe getting direct feedback
is valuable, and I would suggest it for anyone wanting to learn
more about content moderation.

I have encouraged the owners of chats and services to make the
rules and expectations set with users very clear up front, as I am
not a fan of taking disciplinary action based on feelings towards
others that do not fall under the rules. This has caused friction
with other moderators in the past.

Interestingly, only one respondent wrote about advertising:

Unauthorized advertising of business services and products are
the #1 moderation issue. It’s not spam because they don’t contact
anyone. They just set up an electronic billboard on the server.

Finally, two respondents objected to content moderation as being
relevant to privacy policies:

Privacy policies as far as I can tell are useless; codes of conduct
are mostly signals to build trust; actual enforcement and day to
day moderation decisions are far far more impactful

Most content moderation is because of the site rules and terms of
service and not the privacy policy

This section is weird to me because I am not sure about the
terminology. A "privacy violation" can be some user violating
another users privacy, but this is not a privacy violation / incident
in the sense of "the privacy policy was violated". The privacy
policy applies to us, the website and the people running it, and
obliges us / is a promise by us to act in a certain way. It doesnt́
concern how users should act. I have not witnessed a violation
of the privacy policy, either by myself, or by an administrator of
another fediverse instance.

As we mentioned in our initial discussion of Q31, we had not
intended for respondents to infer that the battery of items were
definitively and unambiguously content moderation issues. One
respondent raised this very issue:

It is not fair to bucket all of the cryptocurrency space in the same
category as bullying, hate speech, etc. Scams, spam, sure. But not
all of us in the crypto space are scammers.

In future iterations of this survey and similar ones, we recom-
mend asking about content moderation history after asking about
data management experience. We believe that the current ordering
had the potential to undermine respondent faith in our competence,
due perceived conflation of content moderation and privacy poli-
cies. The selection of topics in the battery question (Q31) had the
potential to contribute to this perception.

Finally, we note that the following sentiment represents a fun-
damental tension we have observed in the Fediverse, given the
demographics we’d observed:

Content moderation on Mastodon is seen as a major encroach-
ment on freedom of expression by a lot of users.

We do not delve into this issue in the body of the paper because
our focus was on privacy policies, not content moderation.

Q37: Do you have any background or prior experience in data
management? Discussed in Section 5.3.2; a compressed version of
this chart appears in Figure 7.
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Q38: Please select the data management issues, concerns, or tech-
niques that you are familiar with. Do not search for definitions of
unfamiliar terms; try to answer this question quickly and confidently
without additional resources. We had originally designed this ques-
tion (Q38), along with Q31 for validation purposes. Unlike the
battery for Q31, this battery included one item that is unambigu-
ously not a data management issue: CORI, which can refer to both
a law and a database for Criminal Offender Record Information in
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in the United States.

The data management battery contains legal acronyms, tech-
nologies, and security concepts. It was our intention to differentiate
privacy concepts from security concepts, but like our content mod-
eration battery, we found during testing that respondents took a
broader view of what we were asking and appeared to assume that
we considered most or all of the terms germane to the topic.

Again, we can plot a histogram of the counts of distinct (legiti-
mate) issues with which each respondent reports having familiarity:

Figure 10 plots the total counts of respondents who reported famil-
iarity with content moderation and data management concepts by
battery item. One major challenge when comparing between the
two groups of terms is that the content moderation terms are more
widely used in common parlance. The data management terms are
more technical and legal and may require more specialized knowl-
edge to understand. While one could argue that this represents a
fundamental facet of content management vs. data management,
we did not feel sufficiently confident in our results to report them
in the body of the paper. Groß [36] recently raised concerns about
construct validity in widely known and used survey instruments.

Figure 10: Counts of content moderation and data manage-
ment issues respondents reported recognizing. Items and
chart regions are color-coded by whether we consider them
security concepts, privacy concepts, both, or neither. The cen-
ter items (CPRA compliance, CCPA compliance, GDPR com-
pliance, De-identification, Differential privacy, PII, Doxxing)
are color-coded as privacy concepts. The adjacent pink bands
(Encryption, COPPA compliance, Cyberbullying, Harassmen-
t/Stalking, Spam) are color-coded as both security and pri-
vacy concepts. The blue text items (Misinformation, Disin-
formation, Sock puppets, Cryptocurrency, NFTs, Scams, Hate
speech, Airgapping, TLS, Secure servers) are security con-
cepts. The remaining concepts (Databases, NFTs, Cryptocur-
rency) are neither.

Therefore, we feel this section of the survey deserves additional
analysis and scrutiny before it can be used to infer meaningful
findings.

In future studies, we recommend developing battery of items
supported by existing literature and user studies in order to validate
self-reported confidence of respondents’ familiarity with the con-
tent moderation and data management. All we can say at present
is that our findings do not contradict respondents’ self-reporting.
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Q39: In what contexts other than Mastodon have you had experi-
ence in data management? Please check all that apply. We did not
discuss this question in the body of the paper.

Two respondents provided additional contexts in which they had
experience in data management: “Work (non-profit)” and “Work
clergy.”

Q40: Do you have a background in or prior experience with col-
lecting PII?. This question was not discussed in the body of the
paper:

Q41 Do you have a background in or prior experience with data
encryption? This question was not discussed in the body of the
paper:

Q42 Is there any additional specific information you would like to
share about your data management experience? Several respondents
provided additional information on their professional backgrounds

(we omit all quotations referring to current employment to protect
respondents’ privacy):

I worked at a medical device company for a while and thought a
lot about cyber security there, including building secure HIPAA
compliant systems

Professionally, I worked at a medtech company for several years,
where PII (specifically, PHI) management was existientially im-
portant for the business...

Been CTO of several large companies

I have worked with both PII and data encryption at a tech com-
pany that is a regular target of state-sponsored attacks

I am an infosec engineer by trade, so this is very familiar territory.

Some respondents also provided additional information about
the other privacy-related technologies they use:

we also run matrix for e2e chats in our community

As a hobbyist, I used to be very into the PGP web of trust, and to
this day, I use PGP encrypted email.

D.9 Demographics and Identity (Q43–Q50)
Q43–Q44 (Minoritized/Maringalized identities). We discuss these

questions at a high level in Section 5.3.4 and Figure 8. Due to space
considerations, we could not discuss multiply-marginalized identi-
ties in the body of the paper.

Some intersections may have straightforward explanations: gen-
der and sexuality are deeply enmeshed categories, such that trans-
gender and gender-variant people also often do not identify as
heterosexual. Disability is also highly implicated with LGBTQ+
identity due to discrimination and poor access to healthcare [92].
Crenshaw [20] attests to the way multiple axes of marginalization
affect each other, compounding on each other in ways that often
exacerbate the harm that structural inequity causes. Accordingly,
identity-based marginalization (like LGBTQ+ identity, race, or eth-
nicity) means increased vulnerability to mental/physical disability
and poverty, which may be another reason for the high percentage
of multiply marginalized respondents.

Q45: There are specific demographic questions we ask when study-
ing populations in the United States. Please indicate whether any of the
following are true... This question was used solely for determining
US-anchored demographic characteristics.

Respondents who met the conditions of our US-anchored bat-
tery item question (Q45) were asked to identify themselves in
terms of US Census Bureau-defined racial and ethnic categories.
We also included questions about gender identity in this section
(questions Q45–Q49).

Q46–Q49: (US-anchored questions about racial, ethnic, and gender
identity.) Forty respondents gave racial demographic information.
Thirty-seven identified as “White” only. The remaining three each
identified as “Asian” only, “Other” (no additional text provided)
only, and both “White” and “Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
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Islander.” Forty-five respondents gave Latin American ethnicity
information; two responded “Yes” (one from each group), three
responded “Prefer not to say” (two from the outreach group, one
from the snowball group), and the rest responded “No.”

Forty-six respondents gave information about their gender iden-
tity. Five selected “Prefer not to say" for either their gender identity
or its alignment with their gender assignment at birth. Of the 39
respondents who provided information, 33 identified as cisgender
men. The remaining six respondents included one female transgen-
der administrator, one female cisgender administrator, two female-
leaning genderfluid administrators, one genderfluid non-binary
administrator, and one genderfluid agender administrator. Despite
the several administrators reporting varying identification with
their genders assigned at birth (e.g., “Sometimes,” “Most of the
time”), no one reported multiple genders.

Q50. Finally, we asked all respondents whether they would like
to share anything else about their identities. Most responses were
captured by other data. We will not reproduce the content of these
freetext responses, since some of them may be identifying and
include personal information. We are grateful to the administrators
for providing this information, since it does help us contextualize
who administrators are and how their identities inform their views
on community and privacy.

However, we do highlight one response that could be interpreted
in a variety of ways:

Previous question - I think I’d ban any Americans who use my
mastodon server.

We do not know if this response reflects suspicion toward demo-
graphic data collection or if it reflects concerns about institutional
American privacy violations. Regardless, it is worth noting that this
sentiment exists and presents potential challenges when building
trust with the Fediverse community.
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